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Abstract

Anthropogenic activities have increased phosphorus (P) loading in tributaries to the Laurentian Great Lakes resulting in eutrophication in small bays to most notably, Lake Erie. Changes to surface water quality from P loading have resulted in billions of dollars in damage and threaten the health of the world’s largest freshwater resource. To understand the factors affecting P delivery with projected increasing urban lands and biofuels expansion, two spatially explicit models were coupled. The coupled models predict that the majority of the basin will experience a significant increase in urban area P sources while the agriculture intensity and forest sources of P will decrease. Changes in P loading across the basin will be highly variable spatially.

Additionally, the impacts of climate change on high precipitation events across the Great Lakes were examined. Using historical regression relationships on phosphorus concentrations, key Great Lakes tributaries were found to have future changes including decreasing total loads and increases to high-flow loading events. The urbanized Cuyahoga watersheds exhibits the most vulnerability to these climate-induced changes with increases in total loading and storm loading, while the forested Au Sable watershed exhibits greater resilience.

Finally, the monitoring network currently in place for sampling the amount of phosphorus entering the U.S. Great Lakes was examined with a focus on the challenges to monitoring. Based on these interviews, the research identified three issues that policy makers interested in maintaining an effective phosphorus monitoring network in the Great Lakes should consider: first, that the policy objectives driving different monitoring programs vary, which results in different patterns of sampling design and frequency; second, that these differences complicate efforts to encourage collaboration; and third, that methods of funding sampling programs vary from agency to agency, further complicating efforts to generate sufficient long-term data to improve our understanding of phosphorus into the Great Lakes.
The dissertation combines these three areas of research to present the potential future impacts of P loading in the Great Lakes as anthropogenic activities, climate and monitoring changes. These manuscripts report new experimental data for future sources, loading and climate impacts on phosphorus.
1. Introduction & Synthesis

1.1. Laurentian Great Lakes

The Great Lakes, vast inland freshwater seas containing 18% of the available global fresh surface water and 300,000 km² of land surrounding the lakes, are critically important for water consumption, fisheries, power, transportation, and water consumption (2)(Figure 1-1). The Great Lakes Basin is home to 30 million people, roughly 10% of the U.S. population and 30% of the Canadian population, and these lakes provide 47% of the Great Lakes U.S. population with drinking water and more than 70% of the Ontario population derive their drinking water from the Great Lakes (3). Additionally, approximately 8 million people use Great Lakes beaches each year (4) and the watersheds support a $4 billion per year fishery and recreation industry (5)(6).
The climate, soils and topography vary greatly across the Great Lakes Basin. In the northern region the climate is much cooler with acidic soils and granite bedrock. This region consists of coniferous and northern hardwood forests. Conversely, the southern region soils are a mixture of clays, silts, sands, gravels and boulders deposited from the glacial age. In the southern region, the watershed is dominated by agriculture due to its abundance of fertile soils (6).

Annual precipitation in the United States portion of the Great Lakes Basin averages from 1971-2000 ranges from 30 in/year in the northwestern region to 42 in/year in the southern and southeastern regions (Figure 1-2).

![Annual Precipitation Average for United States Great Lakes Basin 1971-2000](image)

*Figure 1-2: Annual Precipitation Average for United States Great Lakes Basin 1971-2000 (Figure created by author using data from (8))*

The temperature also varies across the basin with the northwestern regions having an average annual daily maximum to minimum temperature ranges from 44.3 to 20.8 °F from data compiled annually from 1971-2000 (8). In the southern region,
the average annual daily maximum and minimum temperature ranges from 61.3 to 42.7 °F. The temperature and precipitation can influence the transport of pollutants and nutrients from the land surface to the receiving tributaries through weather patterns such as incidence of storms (9).

The Great Lakes Basin exhibits large variation in the intensity of agriculture, urban development, and amount of atmospheric deposition (10), with 7% of U.S. farm production occurring in the Great Lakes Basin (11). In addition, this area holds high ecological significance with 100 species and 31 communities that are critically imperiled, threatened or rare based on the global basis (12). The Great Lakes Basin is particularly vulnerable to climate and land use changes through increases in nutrient transport because of the intensity of developed land with little nutrient retention and the amount of vulnerable areas in the region that are already exhibit nutrient problems.

In 2004, roughly 93% of the assessed streams along the Great Lakes basin were reported EPA as impaired. The leading cause of most impairment in this region stem from nutrients to PCBs, toxic organics, pesticides, dioxins, and sediments. Legacy or historical contaminated sediment was the leading cause of much of the shoreline impairment, followed by municipal discharges and sewage (2). This work focuses on nutrient impairment. For over two decades, nutrients, especially phosphorus (the focus of this dissertation) exported from agricultural, urbanized, and forested lands have directly affected the water quality in the Great Lakes (13). The Great Lakes water receive phosphorus from many tributaries draining areas that range from intensively fertilized agriculture, to large urban centers, to pristine forests, with input being extremely variable (14)(15)(16).

Land use across the region ranges from forested areas undisturbed by human activity in the northern-central regions to highly urbanized and agriculture areas in the south-central to southern region (Figure 1-3). There are also six large urban areas in the basin: Chicago, Illinois; Detroit, Michigan; Cleveland, Ohio; Toledo, Ohio; Buffalo, New York; and Toronto, Ontario with other large urban areas in the central
region of the basin. These urban and agriculture land uses have a great effect on water quality and quantity within this vast basin (9).

Figure 1-3: 2006 Land Use Classifications for United States Great Lakes Basin (Data obtained from NLCD; (Figure created by author using data from (17)))

1.2. Water Quality: Phosphorus Driven

Nutrient enrichment of aquatic ecosystems causes higher biological productivity and alters water quality through algal blooms and oxygen depletion, referred to as eutrophication (18). Eutrophication can then interfere with the use of water for domestic and industrial purposes, for instance water treatment, irrigation, recreation and fisheries. Generally, P is the limiting nutrient for maximum algal biomass reached in freshwater ecosystems. Common sources of P to the system include runoff from the land (direct and indirect), wastewater effluent, and atmospheric deposition including dry fallout (19).

P from agricultural and urban sources is recognized as a major cause of cultural eutrophication (20). Human activities dramatically affect the amount of nutrients
supplied to water bodies. The phosphorus discharged into an aquatic system is divided into that from point and nonpoint sources. Point sources include wastewater treatment plant pipe effluent, while nonpoint sources of P are derived from fertilizers and manure applied to land.

The Laurentian Great Lakes are not immune to effects of cultural eutrophication. The effects of this anthropogenic stress have been well-documented including changes in biotic composition, excessive algal growth, turbidity, taste and odor problems and depletion of oxygen (21)(22)(23)(24). This eutrophication of the Great Lakes can be seen in small to large scales in embayments (Saginaw and Green Bay) to wide-scale lake eutrophication in Western Basin of Lake Erie (25)(26). In these areas, the ecosystem produces an increase in organic matter due to increases in nutrients supplies, which results in an increase in oxygen consumption. The initial rise in eutrophication, resulting in the dead zone in Lake Erie, was directly related to phosphorus detergents in the 1960s.

As cultural eutrophication degraded the quality of the Laurentian Great Lakes in the 1960s, the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA) was established between Canada and the United States. This agreement was developed to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Great Lakes” (27). During the International Joint Commission’s assessment in 1973, 42 Areas of Concern (AOC) were identified as beneficial use impairment sites that included 16 impaired by eutrophication issues. These impairments also included degraded aquatic communities, toxic contamination, and fish advisories (27).

Due to the excessive eutrophication and degradation in water quality, the two countries signed a new GLWQA in 1978 focusing on controlling phosphorus loading. This revision illustrated the scope of pollution problems in the Great Lakes and called for defining phosphorus target loads, which would restore and enhance the water quality throughout the basin. This agreement was again revised in 1983 to include a phosphorus load reduction defined by P loads and further limit phosphorus loads (28).
This act was charged with providing a systematic approach to managing the ecosystem whereby identifying sources, pathways, and concentrations of critical pollutants.

These strategies have reduced total nutrient lake loading (29), although there are rising eutrophication problems in coastal areas and embayments in the form of cladophera, microcystisis, and other algal blooms (24)(30). To target these areas of significant cultural eutrophication, the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI) was implemented in 2010. Efforts associated with this initiative track the progress of achieving in-lake nutrient standards, which also requires documentation of nutrient sources, upstream loading and tributary loads (15).

For over many decades, nutrients exported from agricultural, urbanized, and forested lands have directly affected the water quality of downstream rivers and lakes, and coastal Great Lakes wetlands (13). Despite tremendous reduction in P application and loading through policy and management, P is continuing to cause local and regional water quality problems because of both point and nonpoint sources. The current paradigm is that high phosphorus loads from the Great Lakes watersheds are causing increases in nuisance algal blooms and other ecosystem characteristics including changes in biota (15)(31). The loading of phosphorus from the many watersheds and tributaries across this Great Lakes Basin drives much of the water quality management problems.

1.3. Motivation

Detailed understanding of how anthropogenic, climate, and policies effect P loading is needed to define future management for clean water quality in the Laurentian Great Lakes. There is a need to understand the relationships between anthropogenic stresses and water chemistry in Great Lakes watersheds to combat further declines in water quality and increased eutrophication. The Great Lakes tributaries are the linkage between land and upstream loading that transport nutrients into the vast 5-lake ecosystem. Increasingly, there is a growing awareness that the condition of these coastal and lake ecosystems is tightly linked to land use practices in
their watersheds. With the watershed and coastal ecosystems tightly coupled, there is a need to model and manage the watersheds for maintenance and repair of the coastal and lake ecosystems as directed by the GLQWA. As land use changes across the basin, this watershed to lake linkage may become even more important in understanding of phosphorus dynamics and water quality management.

The Great Lakes Basin exhibits large variation in the intensity of agriculture, urban development, and amount of atmospheric deposition. The results suggest that water quality is strongly influenced by upstream agricultural and urban processes (10). Numerous studies have indicated the strong relationship between land use and nutrient export for nitrogen and phosphorus, especially elevated soluble reactive phosphorus downstream of urban centers. Additionally, hydrology, geology and land use are prevailing factors influencing water quality (32).

Five classes of anthropogenic stress have been developed in the Great Lakes Basin that include agriculture, atmospheric deposition, human population, land cover, and point source pollution (11). Regional scale efforts to understand human disturbance and ecosystem response are critical for managing the Great Lakes Basin. To understand these stresses, studies need to focus on how land use, climate and policy changes will affect the future water quality in the watersheds and lakes in the Great Lakes Basin. Currently, climate change, impact of land management, and large-scale flooding are motivating the development of integrated large area hydrologic models (33). These models are useful for understanding the need for water, the policy to meet these needs, and the management to implement this policy.

This dissertation addresses research questions of three major phosphorus management areas: land use, climate and monitoring management. Each chapter is developed into a manuscript and discussed below:

**Chapter Two:** Future Urban and Biofuel Crop Expansion Will Increase Riverine Export of Phosphorus to the Laurentian Great Lakes: Coupled Model Simulations for the Period 2010-2040
Chapter Three: Climate Induced Changes on Phosphorus Export into the Great Lakes: Development of Linkages between Extreme Weather Events and Tributary Phosphorus Loading

Chapter Four: Phosphorus Monitoring in the U. S. Portion of the Laurentian Great Lakes Basin: Drivers and Challenges

1.4. Chapter Summaries

Chapter Two

Chapter 2 predicts the future changes of phosphorus export from land-based nutrients for 2010 through 2040. The basin has already experienced historical changes in agricultural and urban activities that have increased P loading in tributaries to the Great Lakes and caused eutrophication problems especially in many small bays and throughout most of Lake Erie, most notably in the western basin (20)(21)(22)(23)(25). Future changes could increase this loading.

This research examines the factors affecting P delivery to downstream aquatic systems, developing models that predict future P export that account for these possible future anthropogenic changes. The Great Lakes region of the U.S. (Midwest) is expected to experience a doubling of urbanized areas along with a 10% increase in agricultural activities (associated with biofuels) over the next 40 years (34)(35)(36). Utilizing HydroSPARROW, a forecasting tool that enables the SPARROW model (SPAtrially Referenced Regression On Watershed attributes), to simulate the effects of various land-use scenarios to describe the effects of changes in land use and nutrient sources, including altering fertilizer use and point source intensity (15).

Two land use scenarios are developed with The Land Transformation Model, a spatially explicit land change model used to predict future land changes across the Midwest (37). The first scenario used in this analysis was an urban expansion scenario that estimates urban growth at county and city scales from 2010 to 2040 based on
historical expansion rates (38). The second scenario simulates a “biofuel future” (BF) that builds on the urban expansion scenario to predict the effects of increasing corn cultivation needs based on future demands for biofuels from USDA projections (38)(39). Land-use changes from 2010 to 2040, and the associated changes in fertilizer use and point source intensity, were input into the HydroSPARROW model for 2010, 2020, 2030, and 2040.

From 2010 to 2040, the P inputs from the U.S. part of the basin of each of the Great Lakes increase by 0.5 to 7%, except in Lake Ontario where P loading decreases by 1%. The majority of the basin experiences an increase in urban area sources due to urban expansion while the agriculture intensity and forest sources of P decreases. This decrease in agricultural land may be offset by future predictions of biofuels expansion with an increase in loading in 2040. The results are useful for defining management and monitoring strategies to reduce the extent and severity of nutrient loading and eutrophication in the Great Lakes and other aquatic systems (40).

Publication of This Work
This work has been submitted to Environmental Science and Technology. In addition, the results were presented at two conferences:


Chapter 3

Climate change can profoundly change nutrient dynamics, water quality and required management of watersheds and lake ecosystems (41)(42)(43). The water quality of the Great Lakes integrates the effects of anthropogenic activities and climate (44). This ecosystem has suffered the effects of phosphorus loading that are significantly linked to extreme flow events (45)(46)(47). The increased frequency and magnitude of intensive rain or other climate-related extreme events that have been predicted as a result of the changing climate may increase nutrient loadings dependent on changes in flow.

This paper examines the effects of predicted future changes in high precipitation events around the tributaries of the Great Lakes. Specifically, these climatic projections will lead to changes in frequency, timing, and magnitude of phosphorus loading events within the Great Lakes watersheds. This work postulates changes in climate will produce changes in phosphorus loading from the tributaries of the Great Lakes thereby ultimately altering the Great Lakes ecosystem. Specifically, these climatic changes will lead to changes in frequency, timing, and magnitude of phosphorus loading events within the Great Lakes watersheds (48)(49)(50).

To understand how these changes will occur, this study develops load regression models for a mixture of various monitored watershed in the U.S. Great Lakes Basin based on data availability and land use characteristics. We then employed a chi-square test to develop seasonal regression models of load versus flow for 14 watersheds across the U.S. Great Lakes Basin (51). Computations of the flow-load regressions were developed for each tributary based on statistical relations between the P load and the predictor variable streamflow (Equation 1-1):

\[
\text{P load} = \text{P}_0 + \text{P}_1 \times \text{P}_2
\]

**Equation 1-1**
The water-quality regression model relates the logarithm of load $\ln(y)$ at time $T$ to the logarithm of flow $\ln(x)$ at time $T$, where $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ are fixed coefficients estimated for each site by the ordinary least squares method, and the model error, $e_T$ is assumed to be independent and normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of $\sigma^2$. These regression models were used in conjunction with flows generated for future climate scenarios for the Great Lakes to understand future phosphorus loads and extreme loading events.

This research utilized output from a suite of Regional Climate Models for prediction of future climate projections. The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3, 52) generates downscaled climate change projections that are input in the Large Basin Runoff Model (LBRM) 53), that then drives the statistical P models and ultimately yields estimates of total phosphorus loads. These projections span two 20-year prediction periods from 2046-2065 (near future) and 2081-2100 (far future) that are compared against the historical flows from 1961 to 1999. We selected nine of the 53 downscaled climate projections to represent average and extreme conditions for normalized changes in precipitation and temperature combinations in four categories: dry-warm, wet-warm, dry-cool, wet-cool (scenarios: s20, s25, s5, s33, s41, s27, s39, s10) and one extreme outlier of cool-wet (s51). The projected daily precipitation, maximum temperature and minimum temperature from the climate projections for each prediction period (2046-2065 and 2081-2100) were used as inputs to the Large Basin Runoff Model (LBRM) for the Great Lakes Basin. Probability distributions of future flow from Regional Climate Models were developed to determine phosphorus loads based on historical seasonal regressions. Using historical regression relationships on phosphorus concentrations, these 14 key Great Lakes tributaries are analyzed to determine the effect of changing flow regimes on peak phosphorus loading.

The simulation results showed that climate change scenarios can alter P loading in the near and far future periods. Depending on the projection, climate change either decreased or increased flows, which in-turn should significantly alter the
loading, especially in watersheds with a high discharge to flow ratio developed by the seasonal regression models. The use of seasonal models allowed us to isolate different load-discharge relationships across the annual cycle. The seasonality of the model also provides increased evidence of the impact of discharges on loads throughout the year from relatively forested watersheds to highly human-altered watersheds. The watersheds with increased human activities (i.e. agriculture or urban expansion) strongly influenced the vulnerability to climate-induced changes, particularly in the Maumee and Cuyahoga watersheds as their distribution of high flow events increases into the future, causing greater loading in already vulnerable watersheds.

The future simulations of climate-induced changes on discharge in the 14 selected Great Lakes watersheds indicate that climate change can affect P loading. For watersheds like the Cuyahoga, that is simulated to experience increases in loading across various scenarios, including increases in the high-flow events, mitigation policies should focus on reducing the impacts of climate change through land use planning to increase the resilience of the system. This increase in high loading events suggests that many watersheds may be vulnerable to high loading events, which can cause increase eutrophication of the Great Lakes.

Publication of This Work

This work is in preparation for submittal to the Biogeochemistry Journal.
Chapter 4

This work examines the current tributary monitoring network in place to estimate P loading in part of the U.S. Great Lakes Basin. The Laurentian Great Lakes Basin is home to a vast human population and ecosystem with competing demands for land and water. A major ecosystem health issue is the eutrophication of the Great Lakes, which is caused largely by increased loadings of nutrients, most notably phosphorus. According to the IJC, the watersheds of the Great lakes are being subjected to numerous stressors, including land use and climate change (54), potentially resulting in greater quantities of phosphorus entering the lakes because of increased stream flow flashiness, decreased soil infiltration rates, and greater soil erosion (55).

Researchers utilize models to characterize and predict phosphorus loadings from tributaries into the Great Lakes. These models are driven by available data over a range of streamflows (56)(57)(58)(59)(60)(61)(62) to increase the accuracy of estimates of P loading delivery during high-flow events. But, current trends suggest a decrease in funding of monitoring, and therefore a decreasing number of tributary P samples (62).

The research herein focuses on the challenges faced by the agencies and organizations responsible for maintaining a tributary monitoring network. Data generated by this network is needed to detect trends at specific locations and as input to basin-wide water quality models. Such models are vital for estimation of loads, and predicting how changes in land use and climate have and will affect nutrient concentrations in the Great Lakes (15).

Here, we examine the challenges associated with maintaining a network of tributary phosphorus monitoring sites in the Laurentian Great Lakes. To understand the historical, current, and future status and trends in water quality monitoring within the Great Lakes Basin, we investigated why and how agency stakeholders develop, manage, and fund water quality monitoring programs. Our primary objective was to better understand the practice of monitoring in the Great Lakes Basin and identify
potential ways to improve the ability of the existing network to generate data useful for researchers interested in lake-wide P loading.

The primary drivers and challenges associated with effective phosphorus tributary monitoring programs were investigated through interviews with the stakeholders responsible for some part of the monitoring networks for the Great Lakes. Interviews, which were recorded and transcribed, consisted of ten multi-part, open-ended questions. These interviews were conducted with program managers, coordinators, and directors who had direct knowledge of the monitoring sites, program, and funding. With the exception of one program, Heidelberg College, all the other programs were managed by government agencies. We interviewed 9 tributary monitoring programs across part of the U.S Great Lakes Basin, accounting for 128 phosphorus monitoring sites (62).

Based on these interviews, the authors identified three issues that policy makers interested in maintaining an effective phosphorus monitoring network in the Great Lakes should consider: 1) that the policy objectives driving different monitoring programs vary across the region, which results in different patterns of sampling design and frequency; 2) that these differences complicate efforts to encourage collaboration and to make use of the available data in lake-wide models; 3) that methods of funding sampling programs vary from agency to agency, further complicating efforts to generate sufficient long-term data to improve our understanding of P inputs in the Great Lakes. Given these issues, we recommend the following actions for improving monitoring networks for assessing phosphorus loads into the Great Lakes:

1. Develop lake-level policies with consistent goals, which will help program managers develop an integrated plan of characterizing the phosphorus loads in the Great Lakes Basin by establishing similar sampling frequencies and site selections criteria and by engaging in inter-agency collaborations to secure funding for long-term monitoring.

2. Develop funding mechanisms consistent with the policy goals. If the policy goal is to generate data for the long-term monitoring of phosphorus loads, the
funding mechanism must be sufficient to meet those goals, as is now the case with the MI and MN models.

3. Develop tributary monitoring protocols that include sufficient samples to identify trends, quantify loads and develop ecosystem models. This sampling design should include data from a range of flows and seasons.

Incorporating these recommendations into monitoring programs will provide a better-coordinated system for providing adequate data for researchers who are investigating science questions and for natural resource managers attempting to prioritize ecosystem restoration efforts.

**Publication of This Work**

This manuscript has been submitted to the Journal of Great Lakes Research and is in the review process.
2. Future Urban and Biofuel Crop Expansions Will Increase Riverine Export of Phosphorus to the Laurentian Great Lakes: Coupled Model Simulation for the Period 2010-2040

2.1. Introduction

The Laurentian Great Lakes, the largest freshwater system in the world, contain 18% of the available global fresh surface water. Approximately 10% of the U.S. population lives in their contributing watersheds supporting a non-farm economy of $3.7 trillion GDP, which is 30% of the GDP for the U.S. and Canada combined (2)(3)(5)(63). The Great Lakes receive nutrients from watersheds ranging from forested areas, to agriculturally intensive areas, and large urban centers. Nutrient enrichment of aquatic ecosystems can cause increased biological productivity, harmful algal blooms (HABs), and oxygen depletion (18). These phenomena can interfere with the use of water for domestic and industrial supplies, recreation, and fish harvests. Generally, phosphorus (P) is the limiting nutrient for algae to reach maximum biomass in freshwater ecosystems. Common sources of P to the system include runoff from the land (direct and indirect), wastewater effluent, and atmospheric deposition or dry fallout (19).

P from agricultural and urban sources is recognized as a major cause of anthropogenic eutrophication (20). The Laurentian Great Lakes are not immune to effects of anthropogenic eutrophication, which include changes in biotic composition, excessive algal growth, turbidity, taste and odor problems and depletion of oxygen (21)(22)(23)(24). The extent of eutrophication in the Great Lakes varies from embayments (e.g. Saginaw Bay and Green Bay) to wide-scale lake eutrophication in the Western Basin of Lake Erie (25)(26). The eutrophication observed in the 1960s and 1970s, which led to an anoxic zone in Lake Erie, was believed to have been caused by P from detergents in the 1960s. Despite reductions through policy and management in the 1970s and 1980s, P is continuing to cause local and regional water

---

1 Most of the material contained in this chapter has been submitted to Environmental Science and Technology.
quality problems, especially in the Western Basin of Lake Erie. The current paradigm is that increases in P loads from the Great Lakes watersheds are primarily derived from non-point agricultural sources (15)(31); however, at a local scale, inputs from point sources are still significant (15).

Land use in the Great Lakes Basin has changed dramatically over recent decades and if trends continue, land use changes may have significant repercussions on future water quality and subsequent water resource management approaches for this area. From the 1970s to 2000, (63) found that in these five major metropolitan areas of the Upper Great Lakes Basin (Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee and Twin Cities areas, along with the Muskegon River watershed), urban land approximately doubled while agricultural land decreased in their watersheds. This trend is consistently found in other studies (64)(65). If urban and population growth trends continue in the future, nutrient export in the future could significantly increase (34)(35)(66)(67)(68). The potential increase in bioenergy crops for alternative energy could counteract recent regional decreases in agricultural land (38) further complicating and increasing estimates of P loading to Great Lakes water bodies due to future land use change.

Policies and programs put into place to protect the quality of the water in the Great Lakes date to 1972 with the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA) signed jointly by the U.S. and Canada. Amended in 1978, 1987, and most recently in 2012, the GLWQA (69) addresses 13 environmental goals, one of which seeks to set P targets for surface waters and enact policies that reduce harmful algae blooms occurring in the lakes and embayments. Predictive tools are needed to help understand the complex interaction of land use change, human activities and water quality if we are to protect these natural resources for future generations. Given limited resources for restoration and mitigation, tools need to be used to identify high impact areas across the basin, to prioritize management efforts.

In this paper, we estimate P sources and riverine P exports and loadings for the watersheds across the Upper Midwest part of the U.S., including the Great Lakes Basin, for 2010, 2020, 2030 and 2040. The HydroSPARROW model (application of
the Major River Basin 3 2002 calibrated SPARROW model with modified hydrology
and/or nutrient inputs) is used in this study to estimate future changes in watershed-
based nutrient transport, not including inputs from Canadian watersheds, direct
atmospheric deposition, or interbasin transfer, and does not attempt to simulate the
effects of future changes in precipitation. We employ and couple the Land
Transformation Model V1.1 (36), with one set of plausible futures that follows historic
and future growth trends, to predict land use change for two scenarios: urban
expansion (UE) and expanded biofuel feedstock cultivation (BF). We link land use
categories and population to estimate future P sources used in SPARROW and use the
Upper Midwest SPARROW model to predict future P loading, based on the two land
use scenarios. The P loads are examined at several spatial scales, including lake basins
and Hydrologic Unit Code 8 (HUC8s) (70) watersheds to understand spatial variability
in P loads across the basin. Finally, we identify the sites most vulnerable to future
loading conditions, to provide policy makers priorities for funding restoration or
mitigation measures.

2.2. Background

Traditional analytical approaches for assessing the impacts of human activities
on water quality have been based on the development of detailed, predictive models
(71). Modeling nutrient loads in watersheds typically relies on one of two techniques:
deterministic or statistical modeling. Deterministic models attempt to describe
process-based nutrient transport through complex sub-models. In contrast, statistical
models provide regressions that establish relationships between flows, P loads and
environmental characteristics (72). The export coefficient modeling approach
explicitly links nutrient loads to land use categories (71)(73)(74)(76).

Many studies have used deterministic models to simulate water quality at the
catchment scale in the Great Lakes Basin including the Soil and Water Assessment
Tool or SWAT (33). Only a few studies have modeled the entire basin. In 2005,
Ouyang et al. developed a GIS based erosion and sediment delivery model to estimate
potential sediment loads for agricultural areas in the Great Lakes Basin. This
approach assessed and compared the relative loadings, conservation practices, and potential for further reductions (77). The spatially explicit SPARROW (SPAtially Referenced Regression On Watershed attributes) model has been used to model water quality constituents at regional scales (78), including the Upper Midwest (15). The model is spatially explicit because it tracks nutrient transport downstream to the lake via stream reaches throughout the entire Basin. SPARROW is a mass-balance model that uses a hybrid statistical and process-based mass-balance approach to simulate land and in-stream processes, track attenuation of nutrients through tributaries, and estimate mean annual flux of P (15)(68).

SPARROW models have been used to describe the sources, transport and fate of nutrients to the Great Lakes using monitoring data and nutrient inputs throughout the Upper Midwest (15). The 2002 SPARROW model for the Upper Midwest (15) indicated that nutrient inputs from agricultural areas were a significant source of nutrient loading to the Great Lakes, contributing 33–44% of the P load, with point sources also contributing 14–44% of P to the watersheds of the U.S. part of the Great Lakes Basin. The watersheds of U.S. side of the Lake Erie Basin contributed the highest P loading due to large nutrient inputs from both the agricultural and urban sectors (15).

Several previous studies in the Great Lakes Basin have used land use forecast models coupled to nutrient loading models to understand how changes in a certain land use, such as urban, impact water quality. In 2002, Pijanowski et. al. used a simple nutrient export coefficient developed by U.S. EPA (79), coupled to the Land Transformation Model, and showed that a doubling of urban areas over 40 years along the western watersheds of Lower Peninsula of Michigan would reduce nitrogen by 10-15% for most sub-watersheds. The Long-term Hydrologic Impact Assessment (L-THIA) model (80), which uses a simple curve number (CN) approach, was coupled to the same Land Transformation Model for Michigan’s Muskegon River Watershed to estimate runoff volume, nitrogen (N), P and 4 metal-based pollutants (Ni, Cr, Cu, and Pb) between 1978 and 2040. These coupled models showed that N would increase by
3% on average between 1978 and a 2040 low urban growth scenario, but some areas, especially those closest to Lake Michigan, would experience a greater than 20% increase in N loading. A high urban growth rate until 2040 scenario would produce a 12% increase in N, indicating the amount of urbanization influences N loading amounts and spatial patterns. In 2010, (81) conducted a coupled model study of Michigan’s Muskegon River Watershed, including the Land Transformation Model, a climate model, and a regression-based nutrient-loading (N and P) model. The results showed that over the next 100 years, P would increase by more than 50% and inorganic N would increase by 30%, given a business as usual urban expansion rate. Reducing urban areas by half would reduce the P increase to 6% from current land use patterns and N to 20%.

Limitations of these studies thus far are that they do not examine the impacts of expanding agriculture on nutrient loadings and P estimates or they employ simple models at relatively small scales. Finally, the nutrient models of (62), although similar in nature to the SPARROW model employed here, does not allow separate parameterization land use classes, limiting the ability to examine relative contributions of urban and agricultural land uses to loadings and to discriminate contributions from non-point and point sources of P.

2.3. Methods

The SPARROW model is a GIS-based regional watershed model that utilizes a non-conservative transport and mass-balance approach to predict annual loads of P (units of kg/yr) based on P sources and transport and loss processes, in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (15)(37)(78). SPARROW models are used to estimate nutrient source delivery to streams via “land-to-water” pathways based on statistically significant landscape parameters (such as climate, soil, slope, and artificial drainage). The P sources (expressed as mass variables or absolute quantities) represent the amount of P transported to the stream via spatially variable “land-to-water” delivery factors. P is then delivered downstream via a stream network where attenuation or decay may occur, accounting for partial P loss (15).
SPARROW models have been developed for several large regions in the US. The SPARROW model used here was developed for the Upper Midwestern US, a region designated as Major River Basin 3 (MRB3) (15). This region includes the US portion of the Great Lakes Basin (Figure 2-1) and comprises a variety of land uses including primarily forested lands in the north, heavily agricultural areas in the west and central region, and includes several major metropolitan centers including Chicago, IL, Cleveland, OH, and Detroit, MI. The MRB3 SPARROW model was calibrated with 810 P load observation sites (each average load was estimated using a regression approach using data from 1971 to 2006; (15)). MRB3 SPARROW model calibration and predictions occur in over 11,000 catchments, ranging in size from 45 km$^2$ to 44,000 km$^2$.

![Image of land use map]

**Figure 2-1: 2040 Land Use and Cover Across the Major River Basin 3 including the Great Lakes Basin (US Great Lakes Basin and Lake Drainage, (Figure created by author using data from (7))).**

The MRB3 SPARROW model includes six P sources: point sources, urban lands, forested lands (including wetlands), manure from confined animals (confined
manure), manure from unconfined animals (unconfined manure), and farm fertilizers, which are all allocated at the catchment level. Nutrient inputs from urban areas are represented by the combination of urban land acreage (high, medium, and low density and open space) in each catchment. Urban land sources are a surrogate for various diffuse P sources including, urban runoff, fertilizers, and septic systems (15). The P associated with manure and farm fertilizers were estimated from county application rates and county animal totals (82). P inputs from forested areas are estimated from the amount of forest and wetland acres in each catchment. The forested areas source is a surrogate for background P inputs into the riverine system. Finally, urban point sources (including wastewater treatment and commercial/industrial effluent) were estimated from data in the USEPA’s PCS database supplemented with data obtained directly from state agencies (15). The model includes coefficients that describe land to water delivery of P (based on soil permeability and percent of the area with tile drains that captures P), and instream and reservoir P decay (first order decay). A detailed description of the MRB3 SPARROW model is given in (15).

The Land Transformation Model V1.1 (LTM) predicts land-use and land-cover for 2010, 2020, 2030 and 2040 at a discretization of 30m pixels (38). The model uses population growth projections, transportation factors and landscape features derived from remote sensing and geographic information systems analysis as inputs. Predictions are then based on a series of calibrated artificial neural network models. The LTM model has been applied and validated in a variety of locations within the Great Lakes and around the world to understand the important factors of land-use change past, present and future (36)(80)(81)(83).

Two scenarios were generated by the LTM for the Upper Midwest part of the U.S.: “urban expansion” (UE) and “biofuel future”(BF). The UE scenario estimates urban growth at the county and city scales using factors such as U.S. census population growth, urban density and proximity to roads, highways, residential streets, rivers, Great Lakes coastlines, recreational facilities, inland lakes, agricultural density and quality of views (36) from 2010 to 2040. The BF scenario builds on the urban
expansion model by developing predictions for the amount of additional area of corn
cultivation needed to meet estimated, future demand for required biofuels need from
USDA projections (39). The location of the additional corn cultivation is based on
land slope and projected distance to existing and new ethanol plants from 2010 to
2040 (38). Results of the 2010 UE simulation (36) are used as the base year for
comparisons in this study.

The forecasted HydroSPARROW predictions were made using estimated P
sources for 2010, 2020, 2030 and 2040, assuming that flow remained static to the
calibrated 2002 SPARROW model. P inputs from urban point sources were related to
population, with the assumptions that per capita generation of P from these point
sources remains constant and locations of point sources remain fixed, all based on the
2002 calibrated MRB3 SPARROW model. Predicted point sources were calculated
using county population projections for 2010 to 2040 (84). Changes in inputs from
urban areas were made by multiplying the urban area by the fractional increase amount
of urban land predicted by the LTM for 2020, 2030, and 2040 compared to that in
2010.

Present and future P inputs from forested areas were made by multiplying the
forested area of each by the percent increase/decrease in the amount of forested land
predicted by the Land Transformation Model for 2020, 2030, and 2040 compared to
that in 2010 for each catchment. Inputs from fertilizers and manure were estimated
based on the amount of future agricultural land. Fertilizer, confined manure and
unconfined manure application rate catchment coefficients were developed from the
2002 SPARROW model based on each catchment’s fertilizer and manure use. This
application rate coefficient was then applied to the percent change in forecasted
agricultural land in each catchment for 2010, 2020, 2030, and 2040.
2.4. Results and Discussion

Projected Changes in Land Use, Population, and P Sources.

Table 2-1 illustrates the changes in population and land use across the US part of the Great Lakes Basin that affect the P source terms in the HydroSPARROW model. Urban areas are predicted to increase throughout the Great Lakes Basin, whereas population will increase only modestly from 2010 to 2040. The increase in urban land produces an increase in P input from this area. Input from urban areas is quantified in SPARROW using area of urban land; therefore, the actual P input from urban areas is not presented here. For the UE scenarios, inputs from point sources are expected to increase from 2010 to 2040 by 5%, due to a 5% increase in population over the 30-year period. The predicted P input from agricultural sources (manure confined, manure unconfined, and farm fertilizers) decreases from 2010 to 2040 by 7%, whereas inputs from forested land decreases by 5%, all driven by a 41% increase in urban land. In the BF scenario, the amount of P input associated with agricultural sources increase 7% over the whole US portion of the Great Lakes Basin as compared to 2010, driven by an overall increase in agricultural land by 14% from the UE scenario.
### Table 2-1: Base Year and Changes in Population and Land Use to 2040 across the US Portion of the Great Lakes Basin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>Urban Expansion (% change)</th>
<th>Biofuels Future (% change)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population (millions)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37 (5%)</td>
<td>37 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban land area (1,000 km²)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47 (41%)</td>
<td>47 (41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural land (1,000 km²)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93 (-7%)</td>
<td>107 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forested land (1000 km²)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>139 (-5%)</td>
<td>126 (-14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Phosphorous Delivery to the Great Lakes.

Table 2-2 indicates that in 2010 (base year), the US side of the Lake Erie and Michigan watersheds contribute the highest amount of P to the Great Lakes and the Lake Superior watershed contributes the lowest loads. The ranking of yields (loads normalized by drainage areas) relative to loads shifts, with highest P yields from the Lake Ontario watershed, partially due to its relatively small drainage and high amount of point sources (Table 2-2). Figure 2 summarizes loadings for each lake by source category. In general, the highest relative contributions to the loads are from point sources. Urban area sources, which account for diffuse P sources, are also important contributors, especially in Lakes Michigan and Erie where there are not only high-density areas that contribute to P loads, but also large areas of urban sprawl. Of the agricultural sources, fertilizers and confined manure are the largest contributors of P.

As a result of the changes in land use from the LTM model, the estimated loadings for 2010 (Figure 2-2) increased by 31% from the original 2002 SPARROW
MRB3 modeled loadings for the US portion of the Great Lakes basin. Each lake basin exhibited higher loadings in 2010, except for the Lake Superior basin. Because the differences in estimated loadings between 2002 and 2010 are caused by differences between the land use classifications used to calibrate the SPARROW model and those defined with the LTM model, (during which there was little change documented in observed loads), the future changes are discussed as a percent change from the 2010 baseline simulation.

The fraction of P reaching the streams that is then delivered to the Great Lakes is expressed as delivery ratio. All of the watershed-wide average delivery ratios are greater than 0.92 (Table 2-2), indicating that at least 92% of the P delivered to the river systems is ultimately delivered to the Great Lakes. Because the delivery ratio is related to the residence time of the P in the hydraulic system (rivers and reservoirs), the ranking of delivery ratios is a function of the distance between the P sources and the drainage outlets, the discharges in the rivers in the drainage area, and the volume of reservoirs in the drainage area. In the case of Lake Erie, with a delivery ratio almost 1, most urban sources are located at or near the drainage outlets and there is very little reservoir capacity in the drainage areas. The high delivery ratio indicates that, if growth patterns continue in the Lake Erie drainage area, there will be little attenuation of the P sources before the P reaches the lake.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great Lake</th>
<th>U. S. Drainage Area (1,000 km²)</th>
<th>2010 Load (1,000 MT)</th>
<th>2010 Yield (kg/km²)</th>
<th>2010 Delivery Ratio</th>
<th>% Change to 2040</th>
<th>Urban Expansion</th>
<th>Biofuels Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total annual P delivered to the lakes (U.S. contribution only) increased 1.8% and 4.5% from 2010 to 2040 with the urban expansion (UE) and biofuels future (BF) scenarios, respectively (Table 2-2). The 2010 yield is presented in Table 2-2 is measured by the total load over the U.S. drainage area for that Great Lake. The yield normalizes the load based on area for use in comparison across the basins. The increase in P loadings for the UE scenario was primarily caused by an increase in urban land (associated with diffuse sources), as opposed to increases in population (associated with point sources) (Figure 2-2(b)). The additional increase in P loadings for the BF scenario, as expected, is roughly equivalent to the expected increase in agricultural land across the basin of 14%.
A. 2010
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B. 2040 Urban Expansion
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Figure 2-2: (a) Total Annual Delivered TP Load to Each Great Lake for 2010 and increases from 2010 to 2040 for (b) the urban expansion scenario (c) the biofuel future scenario, subdivided by source (Sources of boundaries, 41).

The highest and lowest increases in loadings occur in Lakes Huron and Erie, respectively, for the UE scenario (Table 2-2 and Figure 2-2). The Lake Erie drainage area is already highly urbanized and cannot support as large an increase as other areas. Loadings associated with point sources actually decrease in three of the five lake drainage areas, because populations are expected to decrease or stay the same in much of the US portion of the Great Lakes, with the exception of population growth in Lake Michigan and Superior by 12-15%. Although P loadings from urban areas are projected to increase rather dramatically, (from 35% to 44%), this input has only a small effect on the overall loads because this source only contributed a small percentage of the overall load, as opposed to the urban point sources which contributed a higher percentage (Figure 2-2(a)). For Lake Ontario, the 42% increase in loading caused by increases in urban areas is more than offset by predicted decreases in urban point sources and agricultural land, resulting in an overall decrease of 1.1%.

For the BF scenarios, the greatest increases in loading relative to the UE scenario occur in Lakes Michigan and Huron (additional 4.0% and 2.8% increase, respectively). These results reflect the relatively large expected increases in agricultural land in these areas, due to higher quality agricultural land that would support nearby ethanol production plants. For Lakes Ontario and Erie, the predicted
increases in loading for the BF scenario relative to the UE scenario are 2.2% and 2.1%, respectively. The smaller increases for these lakes are a result of less land area available for new agricultural production, given the relatively high urbanized areas in these lake basins.

**Changes in Phosphorus Yields by HUC8 Watershed.**

To examine P changes at a smaller scale, HUC8 basins in each Great Lake are examined based on annual load and yield and change from 2010 to 2040 (Figure 2-3). Note that in Figure 2-3, a different color scale is used for each Great Lake watershed. The HUC8 scale was chosen because watershed management plans and decisions are developed based on this scale in much of the Great Lakes Basin. All total loads and yields, with their ranking for each basin are listed in the Appendix A.

A.
Figure 2-3: Total Delivered TP Yield in 2010 (kg/km²) (a) and % change in 2040 urban expansion scenario (b) and 2040 biofuels future scenario (c). Note that color scheme in (a) is adjusted to normalize for each Great Lake basin. (Figure created by author using data from (41))
In the base year of 2010 (Figure 2-3 (a)), the highest P yields across the entire Great Lakes Basin were from the Detroit (Lake Erie), Pike-Root (Lake Michigan), Niagara (Lake Ontario), Little Calumet-Galien (Lake Michigan) and Saginaw (Lake Huron) HUC8s. In the Lake Ontario and Michigan watersheds, the highest ranked HUC8 for delivered P yield are the St. Joseph HUC8 for Lake Michigan and the Seneca HUC8 for Lake Ontario. The St. Joseph HUC8 is a highly intensive agriculture region, while the Seneca watershed is dominated by point sources (82%). For Lake Erie, the highest ranked HUC8s were the Detroit (high point source contributions), Cuyahoga (mix of intensive point and agricultural sources), and Sandusky (intensive agricultural sources) HUC8s. For Lake Huron, the Flint and Saginaw HUC8s had the highest P yields, because of large point source contributions. For Lake Superior, the Beartrap-Nemadji and St. Louis HUC8s had the highest P yields because of large point sources and urban areas.

In the UE scenario, the relative yields generally increased; however, yields in a few areas decreased (Figure 2-3 (b)). The largest relative increases in loads/yields occurred in Lake Superior (Dead-Kelsey, Beaver-Lester, St. Louis, and Keweenaw Peninsula HUC8s) and northern and central Michigan (Brule, Escanaba, Muskegon, Betsie-Platte, Boardman-Charlevoix and Brevort-Millecoquins HUC8s), especially in areas that are more pristine today, but are expected to experience increases in urban area and population. Loads and yields are expected to decrease in the Detroit HUC8 because of decreases in population and there is no more area available for increases in urban land. Loads in the surrounding, ex-urban watersheds (Clinton, Huron, Cass and St. Clair HUC8s) are expected to increase as a result of increases in urban land. For Lake Erie, the Huron HUC8 is projected to have a 22% increase in P yield because of increases in urban areas and population. Decreases in yields are predicted near the Buffalo area (Niagara & Buffalo-Eighteenmile HUC8s), because populations are expected to decrease in this area.

Figure 2-3 (c) shows the overall expected changes in loads and yields in HUC8 basins for the BF scenario from 2010 to 2040. The difference between Figure 2-3 (b)
and (c) reflects changes in P yields and loads associated with increased agricultural activity from expanded biofuel crop cultivation. HUC8s with the largest increase in the BF scenario (Figure 2-3 (c)) are in the western and southeastern part of the Lake Michigan, western Lake Erie, and eastern Lake Ontario watersheds. In the Lake Michigan watershed, the Upper Fox (18%), Thornapple (17%), Lake Winnebago (15%), and Kalamazoo (7%) HUC8s exhibit the largest increases in P yields with the UE scenario. Yields from Lake Huron, the Pigeon-Wiscoggin, Birch-Willow, and Flint HUC8s are expected increase 5%, 4% 3%, respectively from 2010 to 2040. Finally, the BF scenario results in a 23% increase in the Salmon-Sandy HUC8 near Lake Ontario. These HUC8s exhibit large increases in loading because of their proximity to potential biofuel plants and the availability of agricultural land, especially for the watersheds in the Lakes Michigan and Huron watersheds. Over half of the HUC8s in the Great Lakes Basin could experience changes of 5% or greater in delivered P yield from 2010 to 2040. On the other hand, loadings from Lake Erie watersheds are expected to change little over the next 30 years.

**Importance of Phosphorus Loading Predictions for Watershed Planning.**

P loading can result in eutrophication problems throughout the Great Lakes, as recently noted in the Western Basin of Lake Erie and Green Bay (18)(31). Prediction of P loading at several scales can assist natural resource managers in prioritizing funding for areas where practices to reduce P inputs would have the greatest impact on overall loads to each Great Lake, as is recommended in the recent Great Lakes Commission report on P reduction (40). By identifying contributions by source, e.g. agricultural vs. urban, policy makers can determine the most important sectors to target for P input reduction.

Because the scenarios simulated here are just one set of many possible population and land use change projections, it is worth describing more generally how watersheds vary in their capacity to export P. In SPARROW, losses of P from the landscape are based on the input of P to the watershed, land-to-water delivery factors, and losses during downstream transport and reservoir retention. The land-to-water
delivery factors determine the amount of each source of P (manure, fertilizer, and urban-based diffuse sources) that reaches the stream. The land-to-water delivery factors in this model include two land characteristics: soil permeability and the percentage of land underlain by tile drains (15). Losses during downstream transport are a function of the in-stream removal rates and water impoundments. The combination of factors differs throughout the catchments of the Great Lakes Basin and results in a range on vulnerability to changing land-use based on their ability to retain P.

Based on the removal (land-to-water delivery) factors, catchments with lower permeability soils, lower areas of land with tile drains, short travel time and no intercepting lakes are more likely to produce greater downstream P loadings than watersheds with high soil permeability and a high percentage of tile drainage with a long travel time. Catchments with long travel paths and intercepting lakes with significant volumes exhibit greater retention of P, and may be less vulnerable to changing nutrient inputs in the future. To illustrate this point, we chose two agricultural areas, one upstream of Lake Winnebago on the Fox River, and the Grand River in the Upper Grand River watershed. Although loading rates are relatively high from agricultural areas upstream of Lake Winnebago, only a small fraction of P loadings travel downstream to Green Bay, since Lake Winnebago has a high volume. On the other hand, areas downstream of the Grand River are highly vulnerable because the contributing watershed has lower permeability soils, little-to-no tile drainage, and no lakes to retain P. Another example of geographic factors interacting to retain P is in the upper Maumee catchments. These catchments exhibit relatively low delivery fractions of P because of a large percentage of tile drains and long travel path to Lake Erie. In the future, watersheds that are more vulnerable to P input and transport, for any land use or climate scenario, will be areas on which to focus watershed planning and management. The spatial variability of these geographic factors is illustrated in the Appendix A.
Limitations of Approach.

The modeling approach used here assumes that watershed hydrology will remain the same as that used in the original 2002 SPARROW model, which may not be valid given the potential for the forecasted land use changes and climate change to modify the hydrology of the area. Land use change could influence the timing of water transport, for example, increased urbanization would be expected to result in higher peak stream discharges, which could, in turn, be expected to produce greater P loads. Thus, the changes in P loads predicted for the urban expansion (UE) scenario for HUC8s such as the Brevoort-Millecoquins, Brule, Black, Upper Fox, Kawkawlin-Pine, and Betsie-Platte, which are projected to experience relatively high increases in urban land, are likely to be underpredicted. P loads into Lake Huron and Michigan watersheds, which are expected to have the greatest increases in urban land of the Great Lakes, would also be likely to be higher than predicted here.

In addition, most studies indicate changes in climate in the Great Lakes region could produce increased high flow events, which in turn are likely to generate greater P loading (41)(48)(49). It is likely that areas that already have precipitation frequency distributions that are skewed towards high flow events will be affected the most by climate changes. In Lake Michigan watersheds, both mean annual flow and peak flows are projected to increase (50). Changes in P loads in these watersheds, then, could be significantly underestimated.

The LTM predictions of land use change presented here provide only one set of plausible future scenarios. Recent work examining patterns of agricultural change in response to biofuel demand indicates that increases in corn production are occurring with a decrease in the amount of corn rotation with soybeans (38). Changing the allocation of corn and soybeans from the traditional 50:50 footprint could result in large increases in nutrient loadings to waterways, especially N. The Energy Independence Security Act of 2007 set Renewable Fuel Standards to the year 2022 requiring that more than 50% of the nation’s ethanol be produced from cellulosic (non-food based sugar) stocks. However, processing plants are not likely to be built that
reach these cellulosic-based goals (85). Thus, future scenarios may need to also examine how crop rotations and/or biofuel source stocks affect nutrient loadings to the Great Lake surface water bodies. Finally, much of the forested areas in the Great Lakes basin are secondary-aged stands; by 2040 many will be more mature and likely sequester nutrients differently than current forests.
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3. Climate Induced Changes on Phosphorus Export into the Great Lakes: Development of Linkages between Extreme Weather Events and Tributary Phosphorus Loading

3.1. Introduction

Climate change can alter the hydrologic processes that affect the processing and transport of nutrients in watersheds (41)(42)(43). These impacts can either be indirect by affecting the processes that regulate transport dynamics or direct through the alteration of water flows. Shortening the period of frozen ground, prolonging periods of intensive rain, and other extreme climatic events, accompanied by changes in land use will alter the losses of phosphorus, P, from watersheds (86). These changes have been illustrated by (87) where combined changes in temperature and precipitation may cause a 60 to 70% increase in discharge. Meyer and Pulliam (1992) illustrated the significance of increases in winter flooding and decreases in summer runoff, which affect the amount and timing of constituent transport in the Delaware and Sacramento Watersheds. Prolonged seasons of rain may be marked by increases in the transport of P throughout northern hemisphere landscapes. Likewise, the potential increase in the frequency and magnitude of intensive rain or other related extreme events, predicted as a result of the changing climate, may either increase loadings for constituents that increase with flow (41) or dilute concentrations for constituents that are independent of flow (89).

The water quality of the Great Lakes integrates the effects of anthropogenic activities and climate changes. This ecosystem has suffered the adverse effects of eutrophication from high P discharges (44). Over the past 5-10 years, changes have occurred in the Great Lakes from variable nutrient loading (45)(46)(47)(90). Climate change is predicted to result in increases and/or decreases in precipitation, warmer temperatures and greater incidences of large rain events in the Great Lakes region (34). Large precipitation events will increase storm discharge resulting in potentially

---

2 The material contained in this chapter is in preparation to Biogeochemistry.
increased influxes of nutrients into the ecosystem. According to Trefry, et. al. (2005), the frequency of daily precipitation events that exceed 51 millimeters has increased from 1927 to 1997. Similarly, other research indicates increases in the frequency of large rain events throughout the upper Midwest (49)(91), which can alter nutrient dynamics, especially P. Also, there is evidence that seasonality may be altered due to shorter winters and prolonged summers (92).

Knowledge of the temporal distribution of nutrient loadings is critical for ecosystem management. Water quality management policies and practices are influenced by hydrological conditions as well as the timing and seasonal magnitude of constituent contributions (93)(94)(95).

Methods for estimating loads over annual to seasonal to daily time scales are generally divided into two primary categories: 1) methods employing empirical relationships between loads and discharges (i.e. averaging methods, ratio estimators, and regression (60)(96)(97), and 2) methods employing process based models (i.e. Soil and Water Assessment Tool (5)(98)) or Generalized Watershed Loading Function (99)). The empirical approaches for estimating nutrient loads at various temporal scales include regression analysis of concentration/load vs. flow (58). The empirical approach estimates concentrations/loads from streamflow measurements (41)(101) while many process-based approaches require much ancillary data and parameter calibration. Most of these approaches for modeling nutrient loading account for temporal scales, since total P concentrations may be temporally correlated not only to discharge but also to natural and anthropogenic factors that vary throughout the year, including cultivation practice such as tilling and fertilizer application and responses of the landscape to nutrient during rain and snowmelt. This temporal resolution is required to understand the nutrient contributions, specifically P in the Great Lakes, during the plant and algal growing season when eutrophication most likely occurs (102).

Robertson (1997) used a regression approach with flow and time of year to predict daily total P loads in tributaries of Lakes Michigan and Superior. Royer et al.,
(2006) illustrated that in the upper Midwest watersheds, the majority of P export occurred between mid-January and June when cultivation practices of intense fertilization occur and during discharges events greater than the median discharge, thus including extreme discharges. Therefore, nutrient loading may be correlated to anthropogenic and natural factors of fertilization application and the timing and intensity of discharge events.

The above approaches describe loads as a function of daily flow, but in general do not clearly show the effects of large storm flow on loads. The P load transported during extreme flow events increases dramatically (14)(104)(105). According to Dorioz (1986), wet periods with rain storms produced an increase in river transport of P, while intensive rains during dry periods produced greatest increases in total P load. A closer look at the temporal distribution of small watersheds in Wisconsin provides evidence that only a few storms a year dominated the annual total P loading, with half the annual load being reached in the 14 highest loading days (95). Robertson (1997) demonstrated that much of the total P and sediments loads in selected tributaries in the Lakes Michigan and Superior can occur during low-frequency, high-flow events.

This work hypothesizes that changes in climate will produce changes in P loading from the tributaries to the Great Lakes thereby potentially altering the Great Lakes ecosystem. Specifically, climatic changes will lead to changes in frequency, timing, and magnitude of P loading events from Great Lakes watersheds. To understand how these changes may occur, this study develops load regression models for 14 selected monitored sites in the U.S. Great Lakes Basin and then applies these models with simulated flows generated for future climate scenarios to simulate future P loading patterns for 2046-2065 (near future) and 2081-2100 (far future) compared to the historical loading period from 1961-1999. We utilize output from a suite of Regional Climate Models to develop future climate projections. The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3, (52)) generated downscaled climate change projections that are input into the Large Basin Runoff Model (LBRM) (53), that are then input into statistical P models to ultimately estimate changes in total P loads.
3.2. Methodology

**General Approach**

Future P loading was predicted for 14 select sites in the Great Lakes Basin with long-term water quality data. First, seasonal load-discharge regressions were developed for each site. Then representative future climatic projections for the entire Basin were selected for three periods: historical standard bias correction and calibration period for CMIP3 model projections (1961-1999), near future (2046 to 2065), and far future (2081 to 2100) periods. Future climatic projections were obtained from the hydrologic model (LBRM) and used to calculate future discharges for both the near and far future. These discharges were then input into the site specific, seasonal load-discharge relationships to develop predictions of future P loading patterns that were compared to historical loading patterns from 1961-1999.

**Study Area**

14 sites from across the U.S. part of the Great Lakes Basin were selected to describe spatial variation in loads across all five Great Lake Basins, and to represent range of land uses and human impacts in the Basin (Table 3-1; Figure 3-1). Land uses in the watersheds of these sites range from intensively agriculture, to forest dominated, to large urban areas.
Figure 3-1: Location of the 14 selected Great Lakes Watersheds. The legend for the ID is found in Table 3-1. (Figure created by author using data from (7)).

Water quality and flow data for each of these sites were compiled primarily from the USGS National Water Inventory System, although some data were obtained from the National Center for Water Quality Research, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and Michigan Department of Environmental Quality databases. Each site had over 80 P samples from 1975-2012 with corresponding flow estimates available for load calculations. At many of these sites, data collection ceased, and monitoring re-started in 2011(Table 3-2). Both sets of data were used to develop the regression models for each site.
Table 3-1: General characteristics of the 14 selected Great Lakes watersheds (Agr.: Agricultural Land, For: Forested Land, Urb: Urban Land, km$^2$: square kilometers, kg: kilograms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>USGS Gaging Station</th>
<th>Drainage Area (km$^2$)</th>
<th>Lake Basin</th>
<th>% Land Use 2006$^1$</th>
<th>2002 Long-Term Average Detrended Load (kg)$^2$ (15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agr</td>
<td>For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>04024000</td>
<td>8,884</td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>04027595</td>
<td>2,512</td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>04085139</td>
<td>16,395</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>04087000</td>
<td>1,803</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>St. Joseph</td>
<td>MI, IN</td>
<td>04101500</td>
<td>12,095</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>04119300</td>
<td>13,546</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>04137500</td>
<td>4,504</td>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>04157000</td>
<td>15,695</td>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>04165500</td>
<td>1,901</td>
<td>St. Clair</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>04193500</td>
<td>16,395</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>04198000</td>
<td>3,240</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>04208000</td>
<td>1,831</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>04213500</td>
<td>1,129</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>04260500</td>
<td>4,828</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ The land use in each watershed is based on the 2006 National Land Cover Database (NLCD) (17).

$^2$ More extensive data was used to develop these loads.
Table 3-2: Period of Record and Sample size for the selected 14 watersheds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th># Of Samples</th>
<th>Period of Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1974-1993 &amp; 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>1990-2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph (MI &amp; IN)</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>1967-1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand (MI)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1979-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td>16199</td>
<td>1975-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>17065</td>
<td>1974-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td>13443</td>
<td>1981-2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Climate Change Projections and Future Flow Calculations

Climate change projections were obtained from multiple General Circulation Models (GCM) simulations of specific future scenarios stored in the multiple-model ensemble in the WCRP CMIP3 (World Climate Research Programme’s Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3) (52). These climate projections were downscaled to 1/8 degree or around 12 km resolution to be used in driving hydrologic models and were adjusted for regional biases (109)(110)(111).
The CMIP3 Bias Corrected Constructed Analogs (BCCA) ensemble climate projections were used to simulate and bias correct the hydrological flow for the historical (1961-99), near future (2046-2065) and far future (2081-2100) periods. These BCCA projections were further bias-corrected to the observed historical precipitation record from 1961-1999 through the use of the delta method where the change in precipitation is corrected by a ratio of the future and current precipitation averaged over the entire period of current and future projections. These projections were developed from nine CMIP3 GCM models simulating the effects of select future greenhouse gas emissions scenarios. In addition, some of the models simulations featured unique initial conditions. Therefore, 53 distinct climatic projections were obtained from the 9 GCM models and various future scenarios. The predicted changes in precipitation and temperature, averaged over all 53 model projections and 14 sites are +7.0% and +3.5°C different than the 1961-99 period, respectively. Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 show the average predicted changes in precipitation and temperature, respectively, for each of the 14 sites and each prediction interval. Figure 3-2 indicates that predicted changes in precipitation vary dramatically among watersheds, because of differences in the response of weather systems across the Great Lakes basin and interacting meteorological variables; however, temperatures (Figure 3-3) are predicted to increase almost uniformly across the Great Lakes Basin.
Figure 3-2: Predicted changes in precipitation by watershed averaged over 53 CMIP projections and prediction interval compared to the 1961-1999 period.

Figure 3-3: Predicted changes in temperature by watershed averaged over 53 CMIP projections and prediction interval compared to the 1961-1999 period.
In Figure 3-4, the changes in temperature and precipitation averaged over the two future prediction periods and all sites are plotted for each of the 53 projections. Each value was normalized against the minimum and maximum changes by dividing the change in temperature or precipitation by the difference between the maximum change in temperature or precipitation from the minimum change in temperature or precipitation. The center of the plot corresponds to the averaged changes in precipitation and temperature of +7.0% and +3.5°C, respectively. Centering the plot at this point divides the plot into four climate change quadrants or categories: dry-cool, dry-warm, wet-cool, and wet-warm. We selected nine of the 53 model projections to represent average (green dots) and extreme conditions (red dots) for each of the four categories: projections s20, s25, s5, s33, s41, s27, s39, s10), as shown in Figure 3-4. We also selected a ninth projection, s51 (yellow dot), which represents an additional extreme cool-wet outlier.
Figure 3-4: Normalized Change in Temperature versus Change in Precipitation Plot of 53 CMIP3 Climate Scenarios across 14 watersheds in both the near and far future projections.

Load-Discharge Regression Model Development

The R environment for statistical computing (106) was used to calibrate linear regression equations to determine site-specific seasonal relationships between the daily P load and the predictor variable streamflow for each selected tributary:

$$
\text{Load} = \text{Intercept} + \text{Streamflow} + \text{Other Variables}
$$

Equation 3-1
The flow-load regression model relates the logarithm of load (\( \log \) at time \( T \)) to the logarithm of flow (\( \log \)) at time \( T \), where \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \) are fixed coefficients for each site estimated using the ordinary least squares method. The model error \( e_T \) is assumed to be independent and normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of \( \sigma^2 \). Measured loads, used for calibration, were computed by multiplying the instantaneous concentration by the daily flow for each collection. Since a logarithmic transformation was used, a bias correction method is necessary because a direct retransformation yields a low and inconsistent estimate of the mean. Retransformation bias corrections were derived for each model using nonparametric smearing estimator (107). This correction factor is multiplied after applying the regression equation for computation of loads and transforming the loads into real space.

Seasonal multiple regression models were developed for each site to describe seasonal variability in the flow/load relations. Season refers to a combination of months for this analysis. Seasons were determined using regression models of combinations of months (two, three and four month permutations). The combined monthly flow-load models of the form were developed and compared against an unrestricted model that incorporates dummy variables for each season. For example, the unrestricted model for a three-month permutation is given by:

\[
\log y_{ij} = \beta_{0,1} + \beta_{1,1} x_{1i} + \beta_{2,1} x_{2i} + \beta_{3,1} x_{3i} + \beta_{4,1} x_{4i} + \beta_{5,1} x_{5i} + \beta_{6,1} x_{6i} + \epsilon_{ij}
\]

**Equation 3-2**

where \( \beta_{0,1}, \beta_{1,1}, \beta_{2,1}, \beta_{3,1}, \beta_{4,1}, \beta_{5,1} \), and \( \beta_{6,1} \) are fixed coefficient estimates, \( x_{1i}, x_{2i}, x_{3i}, x_{4i}, x_{5i}, \) and \( x_{6i} \) are dummy variables (binary 0 or 1), \( \log y_{ij} \) is the logarithm of load at time \( T \), and \( \log x_{ij} \) is the logarithm of flow at time \( T \). The addition of \( x_{1i}, x_{2i}, x_{3i}, x_{4i}, x_{5i}, \) and \( x_{6i} \) variables to Equation 3-1 enables the comparison of the effect of the slope and intercept of each season month beyond the fixed effect for the first season by using a combined intercept and slope. This unrestricted model allows for differences in both slope and intercepts between the
different seasons, wherein the common intercept ($\beta_0$) and slope coefficient ($\beta_1$) provide the flow-load relationship for season 1, and the dummy variables provide adjustments of the regression line to improve estimates of loads. This equation isolates the fixed coefficients for each season, so an analysis on seasonal contribution can be computed unlike other models that employ sin and cosine terms to modify the loads based on time of year (14)(15).

The chi-squared test statistic ($\chi^2$) with J degrees of freedom (51) was utilized to determine if the restrictions imposed by the combined model are justified for a specific monthly combinations or if the unrestricted model is required:

$$\chi^2 = \left[ \begin{array}{c} \beta_0 \\ \beta_1 \\
end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} \beta_0 \\ \beta_1 \\
end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} \beta_0 \\ \beta_1 \\
end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} \beta_0 \\ \beta_1 \\
end{array} \right]^{-1} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \beta_0 \\ \beta_1 \\
end{array} \right]$$

**Equation 3-3**

where $J$ is the number of coefficients estimated in the unrestricted model, $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ is the vector of coefficients estimated for the unrestricted model, and $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ is the vector of coefficients for the combined months (restricted) model. Seasonal models are justified when the value of the chi-squared test statistic is less than the critical value of a chi-squared distribution with $J$ degrees of freedom and 5% probability in the upper tail. For sites with less than 500 data points, we used seasons that were composed of two, three or four month combinations, depending on the test results. Seasons created by combing three months were preferred over two and four month permutations. For sites with more than 500 samples, individual models for each month were employed when the restrictions imposed by the combined monthly models were deemed inappropriate by the chi-squared test.

The season-determined regressions were then compared against annual models (Equation 3-1) and models based on seasons defined through past studies in literature that divide the year into late winter (February through March), spring (April through May), early summer (June through July), late summer (August through September), fall (October through November) and early winter (December through January) (95).
For each site, the models derived using the season-determined, annual, and defined seasons approaches were compared with the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), which has been used to determine the “goodness of fit” for constituent loading-flow models (108). The NSE coefficient for a given model is calculated using the following equation:

\[
\text{NSE} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_{i} - \bar{Y})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_{i} - \bar{Y}_{\text{obs}})^2}
\]

Equation 3-4

where \(Y_{i}\) is the \(i\)th observation for the daily P load being evaluated, \(\bar{Y}_{\text{sim}}\) is the \(i\)th simulated value being evaluated, \(\bar{Y}_{\text{obs}}\) is the mean of the observed data, and \(n\) is the total number of observations. NSE coefficients equal to 1 indicate a perfect fit between the observed and predicted values, while values equal to 0 indicate the model is no better than using the average of the observed data. For each site, the model yielding the highest NSE best reproduces historical loads, and was subsequently used to determine loading at that site.

Daily precipitation, maximum temperature and minimum temperature from the climate projections for each of the nine selected projections for the two prediction intervals (2046-2065 and 2081-2100) were used as inputs to the previously calibrated Large Basin Runoff Model (LBRM) for the Great Lakes Basin. The LBRM also was used to simulate discharges for a historical reference period (1961 to 1999). The LBRM developed by the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is a calibrated large-scale hydrologic model that was used estimate discharges for the 121 large watersheds surrounding the Great Lakes. The LBRM is a calibrated, physically based, lumped-parameter model that simulates outflow at a daily time scale (53). While the calibrated LBRM model has shown excellent agreement with a validation data set of discharges, it has been shown that the predicted, summertime evapotranspiration (ET)
may be over-predicted, and thus provide underestimates of future discharge (112). The potential overestimation of ET is a result the use of temperature as a proxy to calculate ET.

**Future Flow-Load Calculations**

The calibrated LBRM predicts daily discharges at defined outlets, which did not necessarily coincide with the sites used to develop the load-discharge regression models and used to examine changes in loading. The LBRM-predicted discharges for each of the nine selected climate projections were converted to discharges at the prediction sites by multiplying area-normalized discharges by the drainage areas upstream of the prediction sites (Table 3-3). This approach essentially assumes that the climate-discharge relationships calibrated at the LBRM basin outlets have a linear relationship with basin size.

The load-discharge regression models were used to estimate future P loads based on the simulated discharges for each of the nine projections for the two future periods. The future P loads are then compared against the annual historical loads averaged over the calibration period for CMIP3 models (1961 to 1999) to understand changes in future loading in the Great Lakes Basin. In this analysis, the top 10% discharges for each site were calculated to represent extreme loading events and used to estimate the ratio of loading during high flow events to the total load.
### Table 3-3: Comparison of Water Quality Site Upstream Drainage Area and LBRM Basin Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>LBRM Basin</th>
<th>LBRM Basin Area (km²)</th>
<th>% LBRM Basin Area Covered in Relation to Prediction Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>SUP-1</td>
<td>9,707</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>SUP-3</td>
<td>3,427</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>MI-11</td>
<td>16,383</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>MI-14</td>
<td>2,224</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph</td>
<td>MI-16</td>
<td>12,114</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>MI-20</td>
<td>14,215</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td>HU-7</td>
<td>5,159</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td>HU-10</td>
<td>15,761</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>SLC-3</td>
<td>1,921</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td>ER-6</td>
<td>16,806</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>ER-8</td>
<td>4,607</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td>ER-11</td>
<td>2,070</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td>ER-16</td>
<td>1,427</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>ONT-7</td>
<td>5,768</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. Results

The following results focus on indicator sites to demonstrate regression fits and loading changes. The three sites chosen were the Maumee, Cuyahoga, and the St. Louis (Figs. 3-3 and 3-6). The Maumee was selected because it is a heavily human-impacted agricultural region, which exhibited decreases loads during all the climate projections. The Cuyahoga was chosen because it was a highly urban watershed that
experienced future increases in loading in all climate projections. Finally, the St. Louis site was selected because it was highly forested with a mix of increasing and decreasing loading events across the climate scenarios, which was representative of the majority of the other sites.

**Seasonal Regression Models**

Table 3-4 shows the seasons that provided the best-fit seasonal load-discharge regression models for each site. Models for most sites had four three-month seasonal components. The data-rich sites (Maumee, Sandusky and Cuyahoga) had sufficient data to parse temporal variations at a monthly interval. The Cattaraugus and Milwaukee sites had five and six monthly seasons based on chi-square results. Each of the seasonal models had good fit except in the St. Joseph and Au Sable Rivers where the overall $R^2$ across the seasonal models was below 0.5.

The Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency statistics for the three models are presented in Table 3-5. For all of the sites, the seasonal models matched the observed data equally or better than the other models. The seasonal models provide a better fit because they capture the runoff characteristics and anthropogenic activities occurring during the various times of the year. For most of the sites, the NSEs are greater than 0.50, indicating that the models do a good job at representing the observed data. The models with poor NSEs had small data sets without a wide range of hydrologic variability. For the rest of the analysis, since the seasonal models generally provided equal or better fit, we use those regressions for the loading scenarios. Overall the models performed well over a large range of flows.

The models for each of the indicator sites fit most of the data quite well, except for some higher flows, when a few of the models under predict the loads as seen in both the St. Louis and Cuyahoga (Figure 3-5). The St. Louis and Cuyahoga Rivers have outliers during high flows, for which predicted P loads are lower than those observed. The underestimated P loads during high flow may have resulted from inaccurate assumptions about the normality of the residuals, which can be slightly skewed, and/or non-linear relationships in log-log space (113). However, the
regression model for the Maumee reasonably simulated the loads across the range of data Figure 3-5 (c).

Table 3-4: Watershed Statistics of Developed Seasonal Models from Chi-Squared Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Best-fit Seasons</th>
<th>1 for Each Season</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Equation 3-1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>4: JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND</td>
<td>1.0, 1.3, 1.2, 1.5</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>4: JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND</td>
<td>1.7, 1.6, 1.4, 1.3</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>4: DJFM, AM, JJA, SON</td>
<td>1.1, 1.0, 1.0, 0.7</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>6: JFMA, M, JJ, AS, ON, DJ</td>
<td>1.1, 1.0, 1.0, 1.3, 1.2, 1.3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph</td>
<td>4: JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND</td>
<td>1.4, 1.2, 0.7, 0.9</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand (MI)</td>
<td>4: DJF, MAM, JJA, SON</td>
<td>1.3, 1.2, 1.0, 1.0</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td>4: DJF, MAM, JJA, SON</td>
<td>1.8, 0.9, 1.3, 1.5</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td>4: DJF, MAM, JJA, SON</td>
<td>0.7, 1.2, 1.0, 1.1</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>4: FMA, MJJ, ASO, NDJ</td>
<td>0.8, 0.8, 0.5, 0.6</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td>Every month</td>
<td>1.2, 1.1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.2, 1.0, 1.2, 1.1, 1.0, 1.1, 1.3, 1.2</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>Every month</td>
<td>1.2, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.3, 1.2, 1.2, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.3, 1.4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td>Every month</td>
<td>0.9, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, 1.0, 1.0, 0.9, 1.1, 1.1</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td>5: DJF, MA, MJ, JAS, ON</td>
<td>2.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.3, 1.8</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (NY)</td>
<td>4: FMA, MJJ, ASO, NDJ</td>
<td>1.1, 0.9, 1.2, 0.9</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-5: Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency of the 14 Seasonal, Annual & Literature Models for each watershed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>NSE Season</th>
<th>NSE Annual</th>
<th>NSE Seasonal Combination from Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph (MI &amp; IN)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand (MI)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (NY)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coefficients associated with the exponent on the discharge ($a_1$ in Equation 3-1) vary over the seasons and sites, ranging from 0.5 to 2.1 (Table 3-4). $a_1$ was calculated for each seasonal model at each site through the regression model. Exponents greater than one indicate that disproportionately higher loads are generated for high discharge events. Exponents closer to one indicate that discharge events generate loads proportional to the log of discharge. Low $a_1$'s generally occurred for
sites with flow modifications resulting from lakes, reservoirs, and dams in their watersheds.

A.
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![Graph showing observed load versus modeled load for different rivers.](image)

**Figure 3-5: Observed load versus modeled load for a) St. Louis River b) Cuyahoga River and c) Maumee River.**

**Changes in Discharge**

Changes in median discharges averaged across the nine selected climate projections and compared as a percent change from the simulated historical period are presented in Figure 3-6. For the majority of the nine projections, all of which are included in the overall averages, the median discharges decreased in both the near and far future periods, with the exception of projections 5 and 51 that simulate high precipitation, which translates into higher discharges. The median discharges decreased for all sites but the Au Sable site from the near to far future climate scenarios. The median discharges are predicted to decrease by as much as 70% in the Maumee watershed in projection 25 that predicts below average precipitation and temperature. However, median discharges increase by as much as 34% in the Cuyahoga in scenario 39 that predicts a wet-cool average climate.

The simulated 90th percentile peak discharges also decrease in most of the future projections, except for projections 5 and 39 that both predict higher than average precipitation (Figure 3-7). The Au Sable site experiences increasing flows,
while the other sites experience a decrease in peak flows (Figure 3-7). The Au Sable watershed is a highly forested watershed in the northern part of the study area with little human disturbance while the Maumee is a southern watershed that has great anthropogenic disturbance. The Au Sable watershed is predicted to have overall greater precipitation in the future as opposed to the Maumee watershed. Additionally, the increase in air temperatures is predicted to be greater in the southern part of the basin like the Maumee watershed; therefore the results indicate that the simulated evapotranspiration from a temperature increase of 1.5-3.5 °C will offset up to a 10% increase in precipitation ultimately decreasing the discharges especially in the summer months of the CMIP3 projections. In addition as seen in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7, the Maumee watershed has the highest ET with the lowest runoff that becomes much greater in the future using the LBRM’s temperature-proxy precipitation-ET approach. Part of the reason this basin has the highest ET is that it exhibits low baseflow and in the LBRM model much of the water is stored in the upper and lower soil layers making it readily available for ET.
Figure 3-6: Normalized median discharges averaged over the 9 climate projections for the near and far future prediction intervals for the 14 selected watersheds. Discharges are normalized against median flows for the simulated historical period.

Figure 3-7: Normalized average 90th percentile discharges over the 9 climate projections for the near and far future prediction intervals for the 14 selected watersheds. Discharges are normalized against 90th percentile flows for the simulated historical period.
Changes in Loading

The overall total loading for each of the simulated periods decreased for all sites for the 5 average-to-low dry precipitation projections (s10, s20, s25, s27, s33) and increased with the 4 wet precipitation projections (s5, s39, s41, s51) except the Cuyahoga, Bad, and Maumee sites (Table 3-6). Increases in total loading occurred in projection s10 for Cuyahoga and projection s33 for the Bad. These projections are the wet-cool outlier and wet-warm outlier. However, in the Maumee watershed the total loading is predicted to decrease across all nine projections. The increases in total loading for the wet precipitation projections (s5, s33, s41, s51) vary from 2 to 29% from the observed historical period. The greatest increases in total loads are in the Cuyahoga, Bad, St. Joseph, and Sandusky sites. The greatest decreases in total loading occurred in the Maumee watershed across all projections ranging from 16 to 68%. The trends are similar for both the near and far future, therefore only the far future results are presented. The changes in total loading are important for future downstream eutrophication. In sites with increasing total loading, future eutrophication may be a continual ecosystem problem.

The same patterns are illustrated in changes in P loading occurring during the top 10% high flow events in the future, indicating increases in high flow loads during wet precipitation projections (s5, s39, s41, and s51) and decreasing frequency in the dry precipitation projections (Table 3-7). The sites experiencing decreases in high flow event loading for the high precipitation futures are the Cattaraugus, Black, and Maumee. These watersheds are experiencing decreases across all of the projections in the far future, ranging from 4 to 60% decrease. The Cuyahoga site has the greatest increases in storm flow loading ranging from 3 to 56% increases for all the projections. The St. Louis sites exhibits increases in storm flow loading for s5, s10, s39, s41, and s51, ranging from 4 to 50%. This site is similar to the other modeled sites that are experiencing increases in high flow loading during the high precipitation futures. This illustrates that future climate changes could greatly alter P loading, most importantly during high flow regimes.
Table 3-6: Changes in total load for far future simulation periods for the nine climate projections, normalized by the historical total loads. (Red indicating largest increases and blue illustrating largest decreases, with the temperature-precipitation changes listed above each projection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Warm-Dry</th>
<th>Warm-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Dry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>s20</td>
<td>s5</td>
<td>s39</td>
<td>s41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>s25</td>
<td>s33</td>
<td>s10</td>
<td>s27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph (MI &amp; IN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand (MI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-7: Changes in high flow load (loads occurring during the highest 10% of flows) for far future simulation periods for the nine climate projections, normalized by the historical storm total loads. (Red indicating largest increases and blue illustrating largest decreases, with the temperature-precipitation changes listed above each projection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Warm-Dry</th>
<th>Warm-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Dry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>s20</td>
<td>s5</td>
<td>s39</td>
<td>s41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>s25</td>
<td>s33</td>
<td>s10</td>
<td>s27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph (MI &amp; IN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand (MI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changes in P loading across the basin ranged from increases of 51% to decreases of 74%. The 51% increase in loading occurred in the Cuyahoga site for projection 5, a wet-warm prediction. The extreme decrease in loading occurred for the Maumee site for projection 25, a dry-warm extreme prediction. These estimates of future median of the 14 sites, normalized to the historical period of 1961-1999, are presented in Table 3-8 for the far future (2081-2100). The predicted changes in P loads for the near future scenarios varied spatially across the Great Lakes Basin; however, certain patterns in changes occurred. P loads for both the L50 (median of daily loads) increased for the Cuyahoga site for half of the far future projections. The Maumee, Fox, Au Sable, and Cattaraugus sites experienced decreases in the L50 for most projections. Many other sites experienced loading increases and decreases depending on the future climate projection. The far future period exacerbated the changes that are forecast in the near future for the loads that experienced decreases. For the watersheds experiencing increases in L50 in the near future, the far future slightly decreased these increases, because in most projections there is a decrease in daily runoff from the near future to the far future. In the far future projections, the loading changes from the historical period ranged from increases of 63% to decreases of 90%. The largest increase occurred in Bad site for projection 5 and the largest decrease occurring in the Maumee site for projection 25. For the majority of the sites, the loads increased or decreased depending on the projection. Overall, the median P loads are decreasing into the near and far future.
Table 3-8: Median loads (L50) for far future simulation periods for 14 selected sites and each of the nine projections normalized against the historical median loads. (Red indicating largest increases and blue illustrating largest decreases, with the temperature-precipitation changes listed above each projection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Warm-Dry</th>
<th>Warm-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Dry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s20</td>
<td>s25</td>
<td>s5</td>
<td>s33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph (MI &amp; IN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand (MI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Importance of High Flow Events

The importance of event loading increased from 1 to 50% from the near to far futures as compared to the historical total loads. The largest increase in importance occurred for the Maumee site, where the overall loads decreased drastically, but had the storm loads accounted for a higher percentage of the total P loading (Table 3-9). This occurred even though the storm load total decreased into the future. The increase in relative storm loading was seen in all the sites except the Black and Bad. The Black site is forecasted to have a decrease in the relative importance of storm loads on the total loads for all of the projections except s10 and s25. Otherwise, these results indicate a shift in the relative importance of storm P loading into the future (Table 3-9) for many of the modeled. This information is critical for use in nutrient management and understanding loading trends.

Table 3-9: Changes in percentage of high flow load to total load for far future simulation periods for the nine climate projections, normalized by the historical total loads. (Red indicating largest increases and blue illustrating largest decreases, with the temperature-precipitation changes listed above each projection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Warm-Dry</th>
<th>Warm-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Wet</th>
<th>Cool-Dry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s20</td>
<td>s5</td>
<td>s39</td>
<td>s41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph (MI &amp; IN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand (MI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Sable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maumee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattaraugus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further examine how climate change may impact P loads especially during high loading events, three sites that exhibited prototypical changes are further examined: Cuyahoga, Maumee, and St. Louis sites. Each of these sites experienced
different types of changes in loadings for both the near and far future and exhibit different dominant land uses.

The median and high-flow loadings for the Cuyahoga site increased for all the projections except projections of 20 and 15, with the lowest predicted discharges. In the near future, the Cuyahoga will experience increases in loading ranging from 28 to 52% for peak loads and -9 to +30% for median loads (Table 3-8). The Cuyahoga site will not only have an increase in total loading, but the percentage of loading from the highest 10% of events will also increase from 7 to 30% (Table 3-9). Thus, this watershed will exhibit greater extreme P loading events in the future regardless of the future climate projection. These results provide evidence that these extreme flows will alter the P dynamics in an already human-altered watershed. The Cuyahoga is the only site of the 14 selected that experienced total loading increases in the future for all climate projections.

The Maumee site is predicted to experience the opposite effects in the future as the Cuyahoga site. The Maumee site should experience a decrease in total loading ranging from 36 to 90% for the near and far future in both peak and median loads (Table 3-8). The percentage of the total load contributed by the high flow P loading events will increase the greatest of the modeled sites, from 16-50% (Table 3-9) with the overall storm flow loading decreasing from 6 to 55%. The extreme event flows dominated the P loading for the Maumee site historically with 50% of the total loading occurring in the top 10% of the high flow events. The Maumee site will experience decreases in loads, but will have a greater percentage of P delivery coming from the storm events. This is important in understanding P and eutrophication dynamics in a significantly human-altered watershed with very high loads. Potential changes in climate, based on any projection, will alter extreme P loading events that could hinder nutrient management.

Most of the other sites experienced increasing and decreasing loads depending on the simulated projections. These changes are demonstrated for the St. Louis site. The St. Louis site generally experienced increases in peak loads and decreases in
median loads. For example, this site experienced an increase of 29% in peak loads and a 2% decrease in median loads in projection 5. The overall total loading also decreased for most of the climate projections from many other sites including the Bad, Milwaukee, St. Joseph, Grand, Clinton, Saginaw, and Sandusky sites. All of these sites, except the Black site, exhibited increasing relative importance of high flow loading events on the total P load in the far future (Table 3-9), while the overall total load decreases except for the Cuyahoga site.

The potential increases from four of the climate projections in the extreme P loading events will only exacerbate the nutrient dynamics problems within the Great Lakes, especially in the sites experiencing increases in storm loading totals such as the Cuyahoga, St. Louis and Bad. Understanding the importance of high flows events is useful for designing management actions to manage nutrient dynamics. The increase in percentage of P loading during high flow events may have significant impacts on future water quality. This increase may cause greater cultural eutrophication in the already vulnerable sites including the Cuyahoga, Maumee, Saginaw, Sandusky, St. Joseph and Clinton. Most of these selected sites will experience an overall decrease in total loadings but an increase in the relative importance of high flow loads in the future. These high flow events generally occur during specific seasons, which can be seen through this seasonal regression analysis.

3.4. Discussion and Summary

Limited work has been done trying to determine how climate change may affect nutrient loading, especially in the Great Lakes Basin. This study presents a unique combination of climate model output, runoff models, and load-discharge regression models to simulate future P loads for 14 sites in the Great Lakes Basin for 1961-1999, 2046-2065 and 2081-2100. Simulating the effects of nine climatic projections predicting, including wet-warm or wet-cool future conditions altered discharges and loading. Discharges and loads were found to generally decrease in the future under the warm-dry scenarios, whereas high flow discharges and loads were found to increase in wet-cool and wet-warm scenarios. The use of seasonal
regression models allowed us to isolate different load-discharge relationships during the year. The seasonality of the models provided evidence of how changes in high flow events will affect overall loading in watershed ranging from predominantly forested to highly human-altered.

The effects of future simulations of how climate-induced changes in discharge on loading in the 14 selected sites in the Great Lakes Basin indicate that climate change will have consequences on P loading, especially an increase during high flow loading events. Sites, such as the Cuyahoga and St. Louis may experience increases in high flow loading events for the high precipitation projections. However the Maumee site will experience decreases in total and storm loading for most of the simulated projections. Mitigation policies may be useful to focus on reducing the impacts of climate change through changes on the structure of the watershed, including land use management through the creation of buffer systems on agriculture land to pervious pavement in urban land to increase the retention of P, ultimately increasing the resilience of the system. The relative importance of storm loading to total loading is expected to increase for all of the sites. This increase in relative importance of storm events suggests that many watersheds may be vulnerable to extreme flushing events, which is important for developing mitigation actions for the Great Lakes.

This analyses used in this study are subject to limitations that may affect future loading dynamics. Some of the regression models underestimated loading during high flow events. This limitation would then suggest that the results presented here may under-predict the importance of P loads during future high loading events. While the regression models reflect the dynamics of load-discharge interactions for individual sites, these interactions may not remain static as the climate changes. For example, longer dry periods, where P may accumulate after fertilizer or manure applications, followed by intense rainfall events may result in increased P loads. The reverse situation could also occur when there are shorter periods of dry weather followed by intense rainfall, which will wash away soil and fertilizers also resulting in increasing P loads.
The LBRM runoff model used in this work may overestimate the effects of increasing temperatures on evapotranspiration, leading to underestimation of discharges, especially for climate scenarios that predict larger temperature increase. The LBRM model uses temperature as a proxy for evapotranspiration. Using temperature as a proxy may have overestimated the evapotranspiration causing a decreased flow, especially during the warmer months. Improved runoff models may predict higher discharges, likely resulting in predictions of future increases in P loads in more areas rather than for the small number of areas predicted here. The approach used here ignores the potential for land use change in the basin. According to LaBeau et al. (in review) urbanization and expansion of biofuel crop cultivation are likely to cause increased P loads in many of the watersheds simulated in this work, due to increased P inputs. These changes are also likely to change the load-discharge relationships.

While there are limitations to the modeling approach used in this study and climate predictions must be viewed as uncertain; however, this work points to watersheds that may be the most vulnerable to the most likely trajectories of climate change in the Great Lakes Basin. This work reports on expected impacts of climate change on P loads for 14 out of roughly 200 similarly sized watersheds in the Great Lakes Basin. However, similarities can be drawn between the watersheds simulated here and other watersheds in the basin, to allow for at least qualitative predictions elsewhere.
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4. Phosphorus Monitoring in the U. S. Portion of the Laurentian Great Lake Basin: Drivers and Challenges

4.1. Introduction

The Laurentian Great Lakes Basin is home to a vast human population and ecosystem with competing demands for land and water, giving rise to concerns associated with resource health and sustainability. One major ecosystem health issue is the eutrophication of the Great Lakes, which is caused largely by increased loadings of nutrients, most notably phosphorus. P is delivered to the streams that drain the surrounding watersheds, which are home to urban centers, agricultural lands, and extensive forests. According to the International Joint Commission (IJC), these watersheds are being subjected to numerous stressors, including land use and climate change (54), potentially resulting in greater quantities of phosphorus entering the lakes because of increased stream flow flashiness, decreased soil infiltration rates, and greater soil erosion (55).

Currently, researchers characterize and predict phosphorus tributary loadings to the Great Lakes in regions across the U.S. by using statistical estimators including the Beale’s ratio estimator (117) and deterministic models such as SPARROW (Spatially Referenced Regressions on Watershed Attributes) (15)(78)(118) and ECOFORE (Ecological Forecasting in Lake Erie) with uses a deterministic tributary model SWAT (Soil Water and Assessment Tool) and the Distributed Large Basin Runoff Model (119)(120). In general, these deterministic watershed models use attributes (such as nutrient application rates, land use patterns and precipitation rates) to predict the phosphorous loading of streams, whereas the statistical models estimate loads using the raw tributary monitoring data. However, for reliable estimates, deterministic models must be calibrated using actual measurements of phosphorous concentrations.

In the process of calibrating the deterministic Upper Midwest SPARROW watershed model Robertson and Saad (2011) assembled P concentration data and

---

3 Most of the material contained in this chapter has been submitted to the Journal of Great Lakes Research.
streamflow data for all sites with available information from 1970 to 2006. In addition, Dolan and Chapra (2012) utilized P concentrations data and streamflow data from similar sources as SPARROW utilizing government databases and data retrieved directly from the monitoring agencies from 1967 to 2008. Both of these models use similar raw data to develop tributary P loading estimates. For the SPARROW model, the final dataset for sites with sufficient data to compute P loads had 128 sites throughout the Great Lakes Basin (Figure 4-1), which was utilized in this study to develop potential monitoring stakeholders for interviews. The current Upper Midwest SPARROW model does not cover the Canadian portion of the Great Lakes basin but is currently integrating the data in an updated model.

This analysis utilizes the major 128 tributary water quality monitoring stations, employed by SPARROW and the loading analysis of Dolan and Chapra. These stations generate data for the majority of the Great Lakes Basin that represent a crucial piece of infrastructure for environmental managers and researchers interested in the effects of phosphorus loading on the ecology of the Great Lakes. Indeed, the value of statistical and deterministic models depends, in part, on the quality of data generated by this tributary water quality monitoring network. Given the importance of this network to current and future researchers, this paper examines the factors associated with the establishment and maintenance of phosphorus monitoring programs and the challenges that agencies face in operating and maintaining these programs for use in estimating loads and predicting P loading effects.
Figure 4-1: The Great Lakes States and Long-Term Water Quality Monitoring Sites used in SPARROW with the Great Lakes Basin outlined in grey (Figure created by author using data from (7)(62)).

4.2. Background

The regulation of water resources in the Laurentian Great Lakes began in 1909 with the Boundary Waters Treaty between the U.S. and Canada (122), which regulated water levels and flows for generation of electricity. This treaty established the International Joint Commission (IJC), an agency that represents both U.S. and Canadian interests on the policy, science and management of international waters, including the Great Lakes.

Interest in phosphorus first emerged in the mid-1960s because of concerns associated with the corresponding anoxic conditions and eutrophication of the rivers and lakes, especially Lake Erie. At that time, detergents in the U.S. contained about 10% phosphorus (123) and researchers identified that as a significant concern. According to (124), one kilogram of phosphorus can facilitate the growth of 700 kilograms of algae, and around 9,000 kg of phosphorus per day was entering Lake Erie
in the late 1960s. This flux of detergent-based phosphorus had many detrimental, linked effects on the Great Lakes ecosystem, including excessive algal growth, anoxic water conditions, deterioration of fisheries, and drinking water taste and odor problems (15)(31)(125)(126)(127)(128)(129)(130)(131).

Driven by the effects of the P-based eutrophication in Lake Erie and the growth in competing demands for water resources, the U.S. and Canada signed the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA) in 1972 (122). Among other things, the GLWQA initiated a coordinated effort to reduce phosphorus inputs into the Great Lakes. This agreement established guidance on the regulation of water quality called for the creation of a detailed management plan for the Great Lakes and began the process of estimating acceptable loadings of P and other pollutants and tracking the fate of the P released in the Great Lakes Basin.

A 1978 amendment to the GLWQA established target phosphorus loadings for the Great Lakes (28) (132), shown in Table 4-1 (133). The target loading rates for each Great Lake were based on current and historical phosphorus concentrations in the lakes and their desired trophic state designations and were developed as a guide to the U.S. and Canadian governments for enacting phosphate detergent limits and municipal wastewater effluent limits while managing diffuse phosphorus sources.
Table 4-1: 1976 and Target Phosphorus Loads for the Great Lakes (133).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake Basin</th>
<th>1976 P Load (metric tons/yr)</th>
<th>Target P Load (metric tons/yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lake Superior</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>3,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Michigan</td>
<td>6,700</td>
<td>5,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Lake Huron</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgian Bay</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Channel</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw Bay</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Erie</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Ontario</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target phosphorus loading estimates were derived using a mass balance model, not deterministic models like SPARROW, in which the lake-wide phosphorus concentrations were calculated by computing the differences between the inputs and outputs of phosphorus to and from the lakes (117) (134) (135). Inputs corresponded to phosphorus loads entering the lakes from the basin’s tributaries, atmosphere, and point sources (136). Researchers estimated these loads from P concentrations and stream discharge data collected by monitoring programs sampling key tributaries in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s and atmospheric deposition of phosphorus and phosphorus point sources contribution.

Conditions in Lake Erie improved in the 1970s because of limitations on phosphorus content in detergents, best management practices on agricultural land and improved wastewater treatment. The GLWQA and the 1972 Clean Water Act (CWA) developed actions to improve P export that drove nutrient loading changes including monitoring, point source pollution reduction and improving agricultural practices. Through these actions, the reduction in phosphorus load was rapid, resulting in a 60%
reduction in phosphorus loading to Lake Erie by the early 1980s reducing eutrophication and algal blooms (137).

In the early 1990s, researchers ceased making loading estimates for the lakes, with the exception of a few estimates on Lake Erie and Lake Michigan because the U.S. and Canadian governments decreased their support for monitoring tributaries and reporting results on a lake-wide basin was no longer a priority. Much of this data is needed for continued load estimates were still being collected but at many sites at a reduced frequency. The streamflow data was not affected by this decrease, only the P concentration data, making it difficult to accurately estimate phosphorus loads from Great Lakes tributaries (15)(138). Therefore, it was difficult to estimate lake loadings and disturbances to the ecosystem. One of the remaining continuous data collection programs in the tributaries of the western basin of Lake Erie, National Center for Water Quality at Heidelberg College, suggested that in the late 1990s, the phosphorus loadings, particularly dissolved phosphorus, were increasing (56)(139)(140) and the summer blooms of algae returned to western Lake Erie with increases of harmful algae in the 2000s (141).

Given the increased incidence of algal blooms in Lake Erie and the other lakes and concerns associated with future land use and climate change, the 12th Biennial Report on the Great Lakes Water Quality (IIJC) calls for improved phosphorus monitoring from point and non-point sources to determine the contributions of external loads (132). Several researchers have commented on the need for increased spatial and temporal resolution in phosphorus monitoring and collecting samples over a range of streamflows, especially during high-flow events (56)(57)(58)(59)(60)(61)(62) to increase the accuracy of trend and load analyses. Water quality monitoring is vital for most models for determination of current loads and trends, and the development of future predictions based on expected changes in the landscape and climate within the Great Lakes Basin. According to (62), if the current trends in monitoring funding continue, available data for the development of regional loading models will decrease.
Here, we examine the challenges associated with maintaining a network of tributary phosphorus monitoring sites in the Laurentian Great Lakes. To understand the historical, current, and future status and trends in water quality monitoring within the Great Lakes Basin, we investigated why and how agency stakeholders develop, manage, and fund tributary water quality monitoring programs. Our primary objective was to better understand the practice of phosphorus monitoring in the Great Lakes Basin and to identify potential ways to improve the ability of the existing tributary network to generate data useful for researchers interested in lake-wide flows of phosphorous.

4.3. Materials and Methods

To examine the factors and challenges associated with maintaining a tributary monitoring network, we conducted stakeholder interviews with representatives of monitoring agencies in the Great Lakes Basin operated by state, federal, university or private organizations in February through April of 2012. Several of the sites have been sampled by multiple agencies; in those cases, we identified the site with the agency that collected the most water quality samples. We focused on identifying and assessing the primary factors that influence management of monitoring in the basin. There are other monitoring agencies in the U.S. Great Lakes Basin that were not included in this research including Green Bay, Milwaukee and Chicago Metropolitan Sewage Districts’, as they were not included this analysis due to limited data collection with high detection limits. At each site, the sampling agency and type of collection record (continuous, intermittent, or ceased) were documented for further analysis. Many of the sites within the Great Lakes Basin ceased collecting in the late 90s to early 2000s. The categorical sites were then used to develop and identify the interviewed institutions in Table 4-2, which also includes the number of active sites in each tributary monitoring network.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Miles of Great Lakes Shoreline *</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Number of Sites Operating 1975-2002</th>
<th>Number of Sites Continuing after 2005</th>
<th>Number of Average Observations per Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>Heidelberg College Center for Water Quality Research (Heidelberg)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OHEPA)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Indiana Department of Environmental Management (INDEM)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>3,052</td>
<td>Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MIDEQ)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and Western Lake Superior Sanitary District (MNPCA)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>USGS * Wisconsin Water Science Center and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WIUSGS &amp; WDNSR)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Quality</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30&lt;br&gt;</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Shorelines of the Great Lakes (www.michigan.gov/dog)
<sup>b</sup> In the past managed by USGS via state, may overlap with state-by-state counts
<sup>c</sup> United States Geological Survey

The interviews, which were recorded and transcribed, consisted of ten multi-part, open-ended questions designed for programs that had continuous, intermittent, and ceased monitoring sites (questions are listed in the Appendix). The interviews were conducted with program managers, coordinators or directors of the tributary monitoring programs who had intimate knowledge of the monitored sites, program goals, and program needs.

With the exception of Heidelberg College Center for National Water Quality program (HCC) all of the interviewed agencies were government agencies. HCC is a private non-governmental program that relies on a combination of non-governmental and governmental funds to maintain their monitoring network. The state and federal programs, with the exception of the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI) Monitoring Program (GRLI) network and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources’ (WDNR) Lake Michigan Monitoring program, were geared toward state selection of sites, not specific Great Lakes sites or programs. The GLRI is a federal investment, with funding from 2010-2014, in the Great Lakes that addresses urgent issues including protecting nearshore health and wetlands from pollution, cleaning up toxic areas and coordinates with strategic partners (142). The interviews were based on
the general tributary water quality monitoring program of the agencies that included a suite of measured parameter including phosphorus. Therefore, the interviews focused mainly on programmatic tributary monitoring issues at the agency level instead of the Great Lakes level, suggesting that the tributary monitoring networks do not emphasize Great Lakes water quality but meeting the demands of the Clean Water Act.

4.4. Results

The results of the interviews are presented in four sections. First we describe the reasons for the original establishment of the tributary water quality monitoring programs. We then examine and summarize the challenges and concerns of the water quality monitoring programs throughout the basin. Next, we explore the future outlook of monitoring programs in the basin. Finally, we address the main organizational components of phosphorus monitoring in the Great Lakes region. These components focus on the core requirements for developing and maintaining a long-term program without data gaps.

Rationales for Establishing Water Quality Monitoring Programs

Six out of the nine stakeholders interviewed stated that their program’s original impetus for developing monitoring programs was a combination of the passage of the Clean Water Act, with many of the states tributary monitoring program beginning in 1960s. The Clean Water Act requires states to characterize their waterbodies of the state, many of which had phosphorus pollution problems. In addition, the GLWQA added importance to tributary monitoring by setting specific water quality goals to restore and maintain the waters of the Great Lakes Basin. The CWA set standards for water quality objectives used by the state programs. For many programs, phosphorus tributary monitoring started because of the need to quantify point source impacts (MIDEQ, OHEPA, INDEM (Table 4-2)), primarily associated with detergents from wastewater effluent for reporting to the U.S. EPA.
The state agency programs are required to characterize the status of their rivers and streams twice a year by the CWA. The characterization involves measuring a suite of water quality constituents in order to monitor, assess, and facilitate the protection and restoration of the designated uses (CWA) of all waters of the state. Most of the programs (five of the nine) selected their sites to “provide a broad spatial coverage over a range of land coverage and ecotypes for the purpose of assessing conditions and trends… and also sites were selected in conjunction with a USGS flow gaging station” (WIUSGS) so loads could be determined. Additionally, the programs chose sites that were major contributors of flow “to document the water quality for a certain percent of surface water… thereby picking them for size” (WDNR). However, many programs (four out of nine) have seen the number of sites diminish through the past four decades. Most of these changes were due to funding issues (MIDEQ, OHEPA, WIUSGS, NYDEC). Over the years, these programs developed their own state monitoring goals, as funding decreased. With the decrease in funding, many of the state programs devolved into state policy objectives driven by the needs of the CWA, which was to assess the conditions of their state waters, not the Great Lakes. These new policy objectives drove tributary monitoring programs to decrease collection frequency and develop new rotation monitoring programs to characterize their rivers not the Great Lakes. This change in objectives into the late 80s and 90s really altered the amount of tributary monitored data collected.

Unlike the state programs, the USGS tributary monitoring program, starting the 1970s, completed sampling on Great Lakes rivers as a part of the National Surface Water Quality Assessment Program, which was not driven by Clean Water Act. This program was a nationally funded project to sample a number of key tributaries that were major contributors of flow to the Great Lakes for the assessment of trends and loads (WIUSGS). The constituent monitoring at these sites decreased in the mid-90s and then many were completely discontinued due to changes in the funding priority of the USGS.
Then, the USGS-GLRI tributary monitoring program was developed to begin to monitor these rivers again, but not in response to a major policy act for water quality; instead part of the Great Lakes Research Initiative (GLRI) funds were directed to document the status of the water quality of the tributaries to the Great Lakes and quantify changes as a result of actions taken in the basin. GLRI monitoring is directed by the USGS in cooperation with several state agencies. The GLRI funding “gave us the opportunity to implement a tributary monitoring program as a part of the National Monitoring Network …and give a real world example of how to operate these multi-state sites around the Great Lakes.” The National Monitoring Network developed a framework for potential monitoring sites, which includes a list of constituents to measure, and recommendations on the frequency of sample collection. USGS-GLRI note that “monitoring is essential to figure out the processes and changes that are happening at these sites in the Great Lakes Basin” (USGS-GLRI) which drives the goals of this monitoring program.

Heidelberg College’s program began in 1969 as an educational project, with the early program goal being to “conduct and develop accurate mass balance calculations for P sources going into Lake Erie….and see what benefits came from point source removal.” In 1981, the mission of the monitoring program shifted to include a broader assessment of the contributions of both point and non-point sources in the watersheds of western Lake Erie. The current purpose of the monitoring program “is to minimize the adverse impacts of agriculture on water resources in our area; streams and rivers into Lake Erie…recognizing the importance of food production and agriculture as a major industry in this area, but also monitoring the large economic consequences from the nutrients entering the lake Erie ecosystem” (Heidelberg). The Heidelberg program has been able to continue to monitor throughout the 90s to the present when many programs monitoring sites began to reduce sampling frequency and sites. This program continues because of their ability to find funding from multiple funding sources including federal, state and private sources including the fertilizer and agricultural industry. Additionally, this program is
one of the remaining continuous tributary data collection programs in the western basin of Lake Erie.

**Concerns and Challenges**

All interviewees stated that tributary monitoring programs must have many different actors to effectively characterize and sample rivers and streams; these include sample collectors, site managers, laboratory specialists, quality control specialists, computer database supporters and scientists who can analyze data trends and impacts of water quality on beneficial use impairments. One challenge for these programs is the need to develop and manage this organizational structure. Here, we use the term organizational structure to describe the staff, staff capabilities, and infrastructure required to maintain a sampling program at the monitoring site, the services of an analytical laboratory, and a process for analyzing and disseminating the data that is generated. A tributary water-monitoring program requires a complex structure to complete all phases of monitoring, data integration and dissemination, and assessment. First, staff and equipment are required to collect the chemical samples and measure or obtain streamflows. The sample must go through laboratory analysis to quantify the phosphorus concentrations, which requires a certified laboratory and chemists. The quantified sample is either recorded in an internal database and/or submitted to a central federal or state database for dispersal to the data customers. Once the samples are analyzed, some programs utilize scientific techniques to determine trends and nutrient loading.

The Heidelberg program illustrates the challenges faced by organizations in collecting and processing data. At each monitoring site three samples are collected per day. These samples must be retrieved by a technician and brought to the organization’s laboratory for processing. The equipment also has to be maintained on a regular basis. The two technicians and one lab manager who perform these tasks also are responsible for moving “the data from the analytical equipment into the computers.” Each step in the monitoring process, especially at Heidelberg, which collects daily samples,
requires experienced staff personnel to effectively collect, analyze, and handle the phosphorus data.

Many agencies lack a sufficient number of personnel to maximize the value of the collected information. Five out of the 9 state agencies stated that difficulties in calculating loads and trends were the largest challenge associated with monitoring programs. According to MIDEQ, the major challenge is “really maximizing the value of information collected…it has been a challenge to really integrate across the media to get a comprehensive picture of what monitoring is telling us.” To effectively meet this demand, more staff time is required to summarize data, develop cross-links and maximize the utility of this wealth of data. In addition, the Indiana interviewee also stated that we “currently lack the staff resources to fully utilize these data and to explore different methods for determining trends.” All of these responses suggest that adequate funding and large organizational structures are required to maximize the utility of the data.

There are also challenges with making the data available and accessible to external researchers. Phosphorus water quality data are stored in and made accessible through the USGS centralized water database National Water Inventory System (NWIS) and EPA’s water quality database housing state data, (STORET), and through specialized state level and private agencies’ web services systems. Most of the states “load our chemistry data to the EPA national data warehouse” (NYDEC) or to the USGS NWIS database (WIUSGS & USGS-GLRI). The federal databases enable site, state, and watershed specific analysis, but not all programs upload their data into these databases. Most of the state’s load their chemistry data into STORET, but the data are not available for many years after it is was collected, therefore making STORET only useful for retrospective analyses. According to MIDEQ, making data accessible is “always a challenge…but we have a state system in place where people can actually access the data…that are more user friendly than STORET.” The Heidelberg program makes “all the data available on the website and (they) have an analytical template that you can download and do exploratory analysis.” Each of these programs
store phosphorus data for the Great Lakes region in different databases. Therefore data users, such as researchers, spend an inordinate amount of time collecting data from various state, federal and private databases. Although there is a new data portal is operating to provide a common access site for integrated water—quality analysis (Water Quality Exchange (WQX)), that should ease in the collection of data from federal, state, tribes and other organizations (142). This tool was not discussed by any of the monitoring organizations.

Interviewees suggest that there is minimal organizational connection between state tributary monitoring programs. Most programs collect data required to fulfill its particular missions, which are not all the same. There have been other efforts within agencies to collect data throughout the basin for estimating background loads and concentrations (14)(15), but not to develop a regional monitoring network. Currently though, the USGS-GLRI program is coordinating a multi-state effort to link the tributary monitoring stations within various states together for a holistic look at the Great Lakes Basin. The USGS-GLRI program illustrates the need within this complex network to “convince cooperators (partners, other agencies) of the value of the multi-state monitoring program” (USGS-GLRI) and connect the various tributary monitoring sites into a long-term network for the Great Lakes Basin. With an intertwined network of data providers, the data collection and costs can be shared through partnerships to “have a shared use of data for greater coverage on the same site” (NYDEC). Although this infrastructure is currently not in place in most sampling programs, it may be a necessary component for future longevity of these complex organizational structures.

Many interviewees were also concerned about their ability to secure funds. Continuous funding of tributary water quality monitoring programs is difficult and comes from a combination of state, federal, private and industry sources. Most of the interviewees (six out of eight) stated that their organization has to gather money together from a variety of different pools, such as federal EPA funds, point-source discharge fees, tipping fees (fees that are charged for solid waste disposal), and short-term grants. The interviewees also stated that tributary monitoring is a low priority.
when compared to water related-permitting and compliance efforts. Heidelberg stated that the “funding [source] has constantly shifted and we have had to spend an inordinate amount of time chasing funding to keep the stations going.” All of the programs have had funding sources end or staffing issues develop, causing them to shut down monitoring sites and reprioritize their efforts. As the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency states, “a lot of it gets back to project-based monitoring that is funded by some short term source, that kind of funding does not lend itself to long-term tributary monitoring.”

A few states have combated these funding issues with state legislation for long-term funding. In 2008, Minnesota passed an amendment to the state’s constitution that increases state sales tax by 0.375% and sets aside some of those funds for “water monitoring, protection, and restoration.” The Legacy Amendment, as it’s called, will secure funds for water quality monitoring for the next 25 years. It has allowed the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to jump-start its “event-based water quality monitoring including phosphorus on all 86 major watersheds in the state of Minnesota.” Michigan also has funds secured by passed legislation. In 1998, the state passed the Clean Michigan Act, which set aside approximately $45 million for water quality monitoring. The MIDEQ network has spread these funds out over at least 15 years. For the last, “8 years MI government programs has been getting cut pretty much every year,” but through this act, they forecast that secure funding for monitoring efforts will persist for many years.

For most programs (six out of eight), it has been difficult to secure funding for long-term tributary monitoring. The funding of a tributary monitoring program in the Great Lakes varies from the $15,000 to $40,000 per site/year depending on the temporal sampling design and parameters tested for phosphorus stations at the interviewed monitoring sites (this does include metals and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) testing). The annual costs of collecting water quality data and maintaining the sampling program range from $400,000 to $1.2 million (Table 4-3) for the programs that reported estimated expense of monitoring design.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Program</th>
<th>Cost per Site</th>
<th>Annual Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heidelberg College</td>
<td>$40,000</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Department of Conservation</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Department of Environmental Quality</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$400,000: fixed station sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$200,000: probabilistic program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS GRLI monitoring program</td>
<td>$25,000/ basic site</td>
<td>$1 to 1.2million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$30,000/ additional wastewater sampling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$40,000/ additional virus sampling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Department of Environmental Management</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$755,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin DNR Lake Michigan Phosphorus Load Monitoring</td>
<td>$15,000-$20,000</td>
<td>$75,000 to $100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Often, different groups within an agency are competing for the same pool of funds, which may be insufficient to meet all program needs. As a result, when funds are limited, monitoring may be the first aspect of a water quality program to be cut, since most states seem inclined to hold on to their higher priority programs, such as their permitting programs. As one stakeholder summarized,

“It is very short-sighted, because how do you know if things are effective or you are spending money in the right place if you are not out there doing the monitoring to figure out where the problems are? … Compare monitoring to going to get a physical every year. How much longer do you need to keep getting a physical? You need to keep doing it. It is not like you get to the end of a process and you are all done. That is the problem. Funding is a problem, [and] monitoring is the first to cut when budgets get tight.”

102
Differences in Sampling Regimes

States in the Great Lakes Basin have a 30-year history of ambient tributary water quality monitoring. Despite this history, many of the programs have altered their monitoring program design to reflect state needs, funding, and management choices. Historically, a number of the state programs had monthly ambient tributary monitoring (NYDEC, OHEPA, WDNR, INDEM, MIDEQ). Eventually many of these monitoring programs scaled back their sampling frequency and number of sites because of funding constraints and changes in program objectives (Table 4-4). As stated in Table 4-2, the average numbers of observation per site vary by state, federal and private tributary monitoring programs. The program at Heidelberg College collects a vastly greater amount of data then another of agency in the tributary monitoring network with an average of 9000 collections compared to 150-350. This large disproportion in monitoring data collection is based on the there sampling regimes.

The sampling regime across the Great Lakes Basin varies both spatially and temporally. Programs in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and New York utilize a dual monitoring program consisting of a fixed station program and a probabilistic/rotating program (Table 4-4). The fixed station programs target “specified tributaries, basically the major tributaries…near the mouths prior to discharging to the lake” (MIDEQ). The fixed stations are sampled either monthly or quarterly depending on the state program goals and objectives. The probabilistic/rotating monitoring program rotates among river basins within the states to intensively sample more sites. This rotating program runs on a 5-10 year basis depending on the sampling regime. The probability-based approach allows the program to characterize a greater range of the state’s waters for less money, but the data are difficult to interpret for trends and inter-annual variability is hard to quantify. The suite of approaches allows states “to extrapolate results to understand the nutrient levels in a large majority of state’s streams in a given two-year period” (MIDEQ) as defined by the CWA.” In comparison, the interviewed programs in Minnesota, Heidelberg and USGS-GLRI incorporate approaches based on trying to
sample during high-flow events. The program in Minnesota operates a major watershed loading program that samples their sites 30 times per year based on both high-flow runoff events and base-flow background concentrations. Heidelberg conducts daily samples that capture the entire range of a site’s flow regime. This program is unique to the Great Lakes Basin and the U.S. in that it collects daily samples at all of their sampling sites in the basin. Whereas, the USGS-GLRI multi-state program conducts monthly sampling with the addition of up to six storm events per year at each of their 31 sites. The sampling regime is spatially and temporally distinct across each of these monitoring programs, providing evidence that funding and objectives are different along with little coordination between programs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization Code</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Current Sampling Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WDNR</td>
<td>Long-Term Trends Monitoring Program</td>
<td>Monthly to Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lake Michigan Phosphorus Monitoring Program</td>
<td>Monthly (flow proportional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIUSGS</td>
<td>National Surface Water Quality Assessment Program</td>
<td>One active site: Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNPCA</td>
<td>Major Watersheds Load Monitoring Program</td>
<td>30/ year (most in response to runoff events)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidelberg</td>
<td>National Center for Water Quality Research</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHEPA</td>
<td>Fixed Monitoring Program</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotating Basin Program</td>
<td>5-6 samples/ half year every ten years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEM</td>
<td>Fixed-station Monitoring Program</td>
<td>Monthly (potential shift to Quarterly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probabilistic Monitoring Program</td>
<td>Nine-year basin rotation with intensive sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDEQ</td>
<td>Targeted Monitoring Program</td>
<td>1. Monthly for 6 sites (flow-proportional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Quarterly for 25 sites, but once every five years monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probabilistic Monitoring Program</td>
<td>Quarterly 50 sites rotating every year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYDEC</td>
<td>Permanent Routine Monitoring Program</td>
<td>6/ year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intensive Monitoring Program</td>
<td>5 year basin rotation: 10/ year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS-GLRI</td>
<td>Great Lakes Restoration Monitoring Network</td>
<td>Monthly + up to 6 storm events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, Wisconsin and Ohio are the only states not entirely within the Great Lakes Basin that performs a Great Lakes specific monitoring program, not associated with state-wide assessments, to “specifically assess the waters of the Great Lakes Basin area in Wisconsin” (WDNR) through five water quality sampling sites. This program assesses rivers within the Lake Michigan watershed monthly with a flow-stratified protocol, similar to the MIDEQ targeted monitoring program. The HCC Lake Erie tributary monitoring program in Ohio assesses the waters of the western Lake Basin to understand the impact of agriculture on water quality.

The sampling protocols are important to effectively characterize water quality, analyze for trends and forecast future problems. The type of protocols can significantly alter the reliability of estimates of nutrient loads and trends in these loads. According to Heidelberg, “in a typical time-based (date sampling program) you are not going to characterize the high flow end, which is where all the action is in terms of loading,” unless high-flow samples are collected in addition to a time-based program. The importance of continuous monitoring networks and sampling regimes, that include long-term sampling, for water quality concerns across the Great Lakes is seen in the following case study of the Western Lake Erie Basin. Major eutrophication problems have occurred in the Western basin of Lake Erie from increased algal blooms driven by increases in phosphorus loads (40). The International Joint Commission (IJC) issued a letter stating the lack of understanding of the deterioration of the nearshore waters of Lake Erie is “a consequence of decisions to curtail nutrient monitoring and control (state and federal) programs” except for the HCC program. Over the past fifteen years, dissolved reactive phosphorus concentrations, a constituent of total phosphorus, have increased, indicated successful best management farm practices but possibly altering the phosphorus dynamics in Lake Erie. This trend was discovered through the National Center for Water Quality Research at Heidelberg College’s daily monitoring program, which has been operating since 1975. Without the continuous data set from Heidelberg College, researchers and managers would have been ill informed to the status of Lake Erie phosphorus loads since 1995. The Heidelberg
program was not curtailed in the Western Lake Erie basin because their funding is from several sources and collaborations. The IJC states that “dedicated funding for long-term monitoring of phosphorus export from major tributaries should be secure and permanently funded so that progress or lack of progress under the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement can easily be discerned” (144). In the Great Lakes, there is a need for more consistent funding programs for water quality monitoring.

The success of tributary water quality monitoring in the future requires an adequate organizational structure, sufficient funding and effective sampling protocols for understanding in changes in phosphorus concentrations and loads. Despite being aware of the requirements for effective monitoring, many program managers indicated doubts at being able to achieve them in years to come, at least without strong inter-agency collaboration. The MIDEQ hopes they will be able to secure funding for staff and monitoring by getting support for another bond initiative but this, “can be very political and it can polarize who supports it and who does not… If we are not successful, then there is no way to avoid that fact that the amount of monitoring we do is going to drop.” Funding challenges could also lead combining monitoring programs with increased inter-agency collaboration, greater organizational structure to support and continue monitoring efforts.

4.5. Discussions and Conclusions

In order to assess current phosphorous loadings and to make accurate predictions of phosphorous loads, researchers depend on having continued access to tributary phosphorous concentration data generated by water quality monitoring programs. In this paper, we investigated the concerns and challenges associated with maintaining effective tributary water quality monitoring programs through interviews with managers responsible for some aspect of the existing programs.

Results from these open-ended interviews suggest three issues that policy makers interested in maintaining an effective phosphorus tributary monitoring network in the Great Lakes basin should consider. First, the objectives driving the
development and operation of tributary monitoring programs vary across the basin. The requirements of the CWA motivate many of the state-based agency programs including the MIDEQ, INDEM and the OHEPA, with most of the state programs selecting a monitoring design to provide broad spatial coverages of their state waters and quantify point source impacts in their rivers, not the Great Lakes. The goal of the USGS-GLRI program, a nationally-administered and funded effort; however, is to document the status of water quality across the entire Great Lakes Basin to support future Great Lakes management plans and the development of watershed models. Finally, the goal of Heidelberg College program is to better understand the relationship between agricultural practices and P sources flowing into Lake Erie. Thus, this program is driven by a science question, rather than a policy initiative.

These varied goals and objectives result in spatial and temporal differences in sampling frequency and design. Minnesota’s program, for example, involves the collection of 30 phosphorus samples per year, incorporating both ambient and storm nutrient sampling. This sampling design is meant to meet the Minnesota agencies’ goals and objectives of characterizing seasonal and annual phosphorus loads. The Heidelberg program involves collection of daily phosphorus data. The daily sampling design is meant to generate sufficient data to provide reliable estimates of P loads which will inform strategies for minimizing the impacts of agriculture on water resources in western Lake Erie. The collection of flow-stratified data through storm event sampling by the USGS-GRLI, WDNR and MIDEQ enables the data to be used in models and trend analysis by reducing the amount of error in estimations. However, other state programs including OHEPA, INDEM, and NYDEC collect only ambient phosphorus data, on a monthly to quarterly basis, to characterize their state waters as specified by the CWA. These protocols do not include flow-stratified or storm event sampling.

Second, these differences in frequency and design limit the ability of the various programs across the Great Lakes to coordinate efforts for collaboration and data sharing. Under current policies, programs have relatively few incentives to
engage in cross-basin tributary monitoring for an integrated water quality assessment at the Great Lakes Basin scale. As might be expected, most state programs are concerned only with their state’s waters, as opposed to the waters of the Great Lakes Basin. The new USGS-GLRI program is implementing a cross-basin monitoring effort to assess the waters of the Great Lakes. However, this effort may be confounded if there is little incentive for state-level programs to participate in basin-wide efforts. The success of the basin-wide program depends on collaboration across the region from federal, state, and local agencies to fund and develop monitoring sites that fit into the goals of the USGS-GLRI program, which suggests that greater consistency of state-level policies and sampling regimes would be desirable.

Finally, the consistency of funding for tributary water monitoring programs varies by program, complicating long-term efforts to collect sufficient water-quality data for use in understanding phosphorous trends and loads. Funding structures differ across the state programs. Most programs are contending with significant reduction of funding except in Minnesota and Michigan. Minnesota’s long-term data collection program is funded through state taxes. Michigan’s program has funding through the Clean Michigan Initiative Act, which allocates bonds for environmental and natural resources protection. For most other programs, securing consistent funding is a difficult task, since monitoring is commonly a lesser priority relative to activities such as permitting in some states’ environmental programs. Many of these programs face challenges securing funds sufficient for sustaining a long-term monitoring network, which include costs associated with personnel, supplies and equipment. Funding levels often determines the number of sample locations and sample frequency.

To establish a consensus among state, federal and private tributary monitoring programs, there needs to be more discussion on what the required minimum necessary level of monitoring for each Great Lake to continue the assessment of loading trends at a level of certainty necessary for use in statistical models and load control programs. Given these issues, we recommend the following actions for improving monitoring networks for assessing phosphorus loads into the Great Lakes:
1. Develop state-level policies with consistent goals, which will help program managers develop an integrated plan of characterizing the phosphorus loads in the Great Lakes Basin by establishing similar sampling frequencies and site selections criteria and by engaging in inter-agency collaborations to secure funding for long-term monitoring.

2. Develop funding mechanisms consistent with the policy goals. If the policy goal is to generate data for the long-term monitoring of phosphorus loads, the funding mechanism must be sufficient to meet those goals without agencies, as is now the case with the MI and MN models.

3. Develop monitoring protocols that include sufficient samples to identify trends, quantify loads and develop ecosystem models. This sampling design should include data from a range of flows and seasons.

Incorporating these recommendations into monitoring programs will provide a better-coordinated system for providing adequate data for researchers who are investigating science questions and for natural resource managers attempting to prioritize ecosystem restoration efforts.
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5. Synthesis

Clearly the intertwined topics of land use, climate change, and policy effects on nutrient loading and eutrophication offer enormous opportunities for research and management implications. With the Great Lakes, being the world’s largest body of freshwater, impacts to the lakes are long lasting and ever changing. In addition, the phosphorus supply has been significantly altered by human activities and climate changes. Therefore, this dissertation examines three related areas of phosphorus knowledge and management: anthropogenic alteration, climate change, and policy.

A greater understanding of these various impacts is required to manage the terrestrial-aquatic ecosystem in the future, which is a major scientific challenge for the Great Lakes and the world. In the future, the ecosystems will have to mitigate the projected land use and hydrologic changes due in large part to a changing climate. To understand and model these future changes, researchers need long-term monitoring data that provides flow-load measurements throughout the entire hydrologic cycle (low to high flow) to accurately categorize the effects of climate and land use.

Each paper in this dissertation has significant management implications for the future of the Laurentian Great Lakes and its watersheds. Chapter 2, the Land Use paper, provides evidence for targeting vulnerable watersheds with significant changes in P loading for future scenarios. This paper offers information on land use changes will affect P loading to each of the Great Lakes. In addition, it also provides evidence of where to reduce land-based P inputs onto the watersheds with significant land use changes or lack of P retention.

Chapter 3, the Climate Change and extreme events research, indicates certain watersheds where the change in the distribution of P loading events will change the most in the future. Utilizing different climate scenarios, the results suggest that many watersheds will have an increase in high-loading events, which is of significance for managers to reduce P loading to the Great Lakes and the eutrophication potential.
Land use changes may exacerbate these climate changes; therefore this manuscript provides evidence of where future management is needed.

Finally, in chapter 4, the analysis of monitoring networks in the Great Lakes, suggests that more data are required to understand and model the changes resulting from land use and climate change. This analysis shows that monitoring efforts are decreasing around much of the basin. This decrease in monitoring may alter modeled P loading estimates, thereby complicating estimates and management efforts as shown in chapter 2 and 3. The seasonal regressions in chapter 3 vary in their ability to capture the variability of P loading because the data sets do not contain P loads over the entire flow range. The need for greater data sets as seen in chapter 2 and 3 further substantiates the importance of having good P data sets. Therefore, this manuscript greatly compliments the entire dissertation.

By combining results from each of these chapters, we can focus on areas where the effects of land use change and climate change will greatly alter the ecosystem, thereby changing the magnitude and distribution of P loads, potentially in areas with very little monitoring. Watersheds including the Saginaw, Clinton, Sandusky, Cuyahoga, St. Louis, and Grand should experience an increase in the magnitude of annual P loading due to increases in urban expansion and potential need for biofuels. These are also the same watersheds that are expected to have increase in high-loading events due to climate change (chapter 3), which contribute to most of the P loading. Therefore, combining the results of these two chapters together suggest that these watersheds are both vulnerable in terms of climate change and could be exacerbated by increases in loadings from land use change and sites where there is a need for increased monitoring. Some of these watersheds including the Grand and Clinton River Basins have decreasing P monitoring. The decrease in effective monitoring at these sites will only continue to perpetuate a lack of knowledge of potentially devastating impacts from both climate and land use change. Utilizing results from all of the chapters enables managers to focus on areas that will be significantly vulnerable to anthropogenic and climate forces in the future decades.
To combat the future changes in P transport, greater nutrient and watershed management is needed in the Great Lakes Basin. To estimate the amount of P loading into the lakes, an effective monitoring design and policy are critical to illustrate the future changes both annually and seasonally. With monitoring data, there is a potential to enact policies to mitigate climate change through land use management in especially vulnerable watersheds of the Great Lakes. The success of management measures can only be quantified with effective monitoring throughout the Great Lakes Basin.

Further research following this dissertation, should focus on combining these climate induced hydrological changes with the impacts of land use change to study their impacts on future water resources of this complex system. Currently the work is divided into two different models, but the next step would be to integrate the future hydrological simulations and flows into HydroSPARROW to do a holistic analysis on combined effects of climate and land use change. This model should then incorporate the P loading from the Canadian side of the Great Lakes Basin. In addition, these results should be used to develop the best management plan for these future conditions. Additional work is needed to develop future monitoring plans to accurately quantify the effects of climate and land use changes, and to utilize these results to develop long-term monitoring designs for watersheds of the Great Lakes. Development of a systems model that incorporates results of these three chapters would provide a novel next step to understand the vulnerability of watersheds in the Great Lakes for future decades. Each of the chapters link together to provide a unique scientific contribution on the understanding of the role of human, climate, and policy on future phosphorus dynamics in the Great Lakes Basin for use in watershed management.
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6. Appendix A: Supporting Information for ES&T Manuscript

Description of SPARROW Input Data

Point Sources

Point sources for HydroSPARROW are calculated from the effluent of sewage treatment, commercial and industrial operations. The forecasted HydroSPARROW predictions were made using these P sources from the 2002 SPARROW model (1) and assuming that flow remained static to the calibrated 2002 model. P inputs from urban point sources are related to population, under the assumptions that (a) per capita generation of P from these point sources remains constant and (b) locations of point sources remain fixed (1). Predicted urban point sources were calculated using county population projections for 2010-2040. The distribution of point sources for P was variable across the basin, but large inputs were found around major urban centers across the MRB3 (Figure 6-1). The point source input rates are shown in Figure 6-1(a&b) for 2010 and 2040. The rates increase across much of the MRB3 from 2010 to 2040.

\[4\] Most of this material has been submitted to Environmental Science and Technology as supplemental information to Chapter 2.
Figure 6-1: Point source input rates for TP in kg/km$^2$/yr for 2010 (A) and 2040 (B). Great Lakes outline from GLIN and US states outline from USGS. (Figure created by author using data from (2))
Fertilizer and Manure Inputs

Inputs from fertilizers and manure for model simulations were based on future agricultural land as a surrogate for agricultural source growth in each SPARROW catchment. Confined manure, unconfined manure, and farm fertilizer application rate catchment coefficients were developed from the 2002 SPARROW model (1) based on each catchment’s fertilizer and manure use from 2002 county sales and livestock population data. This application rate coefficient was then applied to the forecasted agricultural land in each catchment for 2010 and 2040 (Figure 6-2(a,b,c,d,e,f)). The highest input rates of confined manure rates for P are found in southern Minnesota, Iowa, southern Wisconsin, northern Indiana, and northern Ohio, whereas the highest manure unconfined rates are located in Kentucky, Tennessee, eastern Iowa, and Missouri. Farm P fertilizer inputs are the highest in the western and central parts of the basin, with high inputs in eastern Lower Michigan.

A.
Output from the MRB3 HydroSPARROW TP models for the MRB3, Great Lakes, each HUC8 and draining tributary basin greater than 150km²

**Incremental P Yields.** To examine the predicted changes in P loadings from 2010 to 2040 at a smaller scale, incremental P yields from each SPARROW catchment were generated, where incremental load is the load generated within a specific catchment divided by the incremental catchment area, with transport losses occurring over half the stream length in each catchment). The 2010 MRB3 incremental P yields are shown in Figure 6-3(a) and the change from 2010 to 2040 in the urban expansion (UE) scenario is shown in Figure 6-3(b), and the change from 2010 to 2040 in the biofuels future (BF) scenario is shown in Figure 6-3(c).
C.

Figure 6-3: Incremental P yields in kg/km² for MRB3 Basin (A) and the % changes from 2010 to 2040 for the UE scenario (B) and BF scenario (C). (Figure created by author using data from (2))

The overall mean incremental annual P yield in 2010 was 54.0 kg/km² and increased to 54.6 kg/km² in 2040 for the urban expansion scenario for the entire U.S. Great Lakes Basin. The mean incremental yield across the U.S. Great Lakes basin only increased in the “biofuels future” to 56.0 kg/km² in 2040. High incremental P yields were found in northern Ohio, eastern Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and central Michigan because of the incidence of high anthropogenic activities, either urban centers or agriculture. These high P yields only increase in the “biofuels future” because of the increase in agricultural lands and nutrients required for corn production.

Lake Erie: Case Study

The total TP loads for Lake Erie were calculated as a case study to understand potential loading rates into the future for an ecosystem that is already experiencing problems with major summer eutrophication problems driven by increases in
phosphorus loads (3). Therefore, we present an illustrated look into the future changes to the Lake Erie HUC8s in both the UE and BF scenario from 2010 to 2040 (Figure 6-4 (a,b,c)). In the UE scenario, loads are not changing much from 2010 to 2040 except in the watersheds surrounding the Detroit River and upper reaches of the western Lake Erie Basin. It is important to note, that although many of the loads are not predicted to increase, they are also not decreasing, so this area should be a focus of future management objectives. The areas that are experiencing increases may potentially add to the major summer eutrophication problem. In the BF scenario, the western Lake Erie Basin watersheds are experiencing a greater increase in TP loading from 2010 to 2040, this may also add to future eutrophication problems.

A.
Figure 6-4: HUC8s of Lake Erie TP Yield in kg/km² for 2010 (A) and the changes to 2040 for UE (B) and BF (C). (Figure created by author using data from (2)).
P Retention and Delivery

The ability for catchments to process P within the land and through delivery was analyzed through three factors contributing to P losses: amount of nutrient inputs, land-to-water delivery, and through in-stream and reservoir losses. These three factors determine a catchment's ability to retain P or have it transported downstream to the Great Lakes. The land-to-water delivery is determined by soil permeability and the amount of tile drainage for the P model. Soil permeability was calculated for each catchment in the Great Lakes basin by using the average 2002 soil permeability compiled from STATSGO database and the 2002 SPARROW model (1). Soils with relatively poor permeability were found in the western Lake Erie basin, western Lake Ontario basin and near Green Bay, Wisconsin. Soil with relatively high permeability was found in the western Lake Superior and northern Lake Michigan basins (Figure 6-5).

Figure 6-5: Average Soil Permeability for catchments in the Great Lakes basin. (Figure created by author using data from (2)).
Tile drains also contribute to the catchments ability to process P from land-derived inputs. The average percent of tiles draining each catchment in the Great Lakes was calculated through values from the 2002 SPARROW model (1). The area with the greatest percentage of tile drainage was found in the western Lake Erie basin, southern Huron basin, and the Ontario Basin. The lowest percent of tile drains were found in the Lake Superior and northwestern Lake Michigan basins (Figure 6-6).

![Map showing percentage of area drained by tiles for catchments in the Great Lakes](image)

**Figure 6-6: Percentage of area drained by tiles for catchments in the Great Lakes (Figure created by author using data from (2)).**

Losses during downstream transport are based on in-stream processes and reservoir losses are represented through the delivery fraction computed within the SPARROW model based on first order removal rates. The delivery fraction of each catchment in the Great Lakes is presented in Figure 6-7. From Figure 6-7, areas upstream of lakes have a much lower delivery fraction than those without lakes (i.e. upstream on the Fox River as compared to upstream on the Grand River). Also areas with short travel paths, areas along Lake Erie, have larger delivery fractions.
Figure 6-7: Delivery fraction of catchments in the Great Lakes (Figure created by author using data from (2)).

Finally, these areas with the combination of low soil permeability, low tile drainage and high delivery fractions will be especially vulnerable in the future if the application of nutrient inputs change. The 2010 input of fertilizer and manure is in Figure 6-8, but for future source inputs please refer to the figures earlier in this document (Figure 6-1; Figure 6-2). The areas in western Lake Erie Basin, mid-central Michigan and Wisconsin are experiencing significant amounts of P application from agricultural practices.
Figure 6-8: Fertilizer and Manure Inputs (kg) to catchments in the Great Lakes in 2010 model (Figure created by author using data from (2)).

Utilizing these four figures, we can locate areas of future vulnerability including the Grand River watershed in mid-central Michigan and south-western basin of Lake Ontario. This also provides a focus for determining future areas of remediation and management.

Output of HydroSPARROW TP models for each Great Lake

The total TP load and yield to each Great Lake is provided in Table 6-1; Table 6-2; Table 6-3 for 2010, 2040UE and 2040BF scenarios. The percent contribution by source of phosphorus is also included. In Table 6-4, the total TP load for 2020 and 2030 are presented.
Table 6-1: Total Annual 2010 Load and Yields for each Great Lake and percent of P source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great Lake</th>
<th>U. S. Drainage Area (1,000 km²)</th>
<th>2010 Load (1,000 MT)</th>
<th>2010 Yield (kg/km²)</th>
<th>Delivery Ratio</th>
<th>% Contribution by Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forested Area Sources</td>
<td>Point Urban Sources Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-2: Total Annual 2040 UE Load and Yields for each Great Lake and percent of P source (“con” is confined and “uncon” is unconfined)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great Lake</th>
<th>U. S. Drainage Area (1,000 km²)</th>
<th>2040 UE Load (1,000 MT)</th>
<th>2040 UE Yield (kg/km²)</th>
<th>Delivery Ratio</th>
<th>% Contribution by Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forested Area Sources</td>
<td>Point Urban Sources Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6-3: Total Annual 2040 BF Load and Yields for each Great Lake and percent of P source (“con” is confined and “uncon” is unconfined)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great Lake</th>
<th>U. S. Drainage Area (1,000 km²)</th>
<th>2040 BF Load (1,000 MT)</th>
<th>2040 BF Yield (kg/km²)</th>
<th>2040 BF Delivery Ratio</th>
<th>% Contribution by Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forsted Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6-4: Total TP loads for 2020 and 2030 for each Great Lake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great Lake</th>
<th>U. S. Drainage Area (1,000 km²)</th>
<th>2020 UE Load (1,000 MT)</th>
<th>2020 BF Load (1,000 MT)</th>
<th>2030 UE Load (1,000 MT)</th>
<th>2030 BF Load (1,000 MT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Total P load and yields at HUC8 in the MRB3 and Tributary (>150km²) to each Great Lake

The total TP load and yields to each 8-digit Hydrologic Unit Code (4) is provided in Table 6-5; Table 6-6; Table 6-7; Table 6-8; Table 6-9; Table 6-10; Table 6-11 for 2010, 2020 UE, 2020 BF, 2030UE, 2030BF, 2040 UE and 2040 BF. For each Great Lake, the tributary loading in Table 6-12; Table 6-13; Table 6-14; Table 6-15; Table 6-16; Table 6-17; Table 6-18 are ranked by contribution to Great Lake (The MRB Identification Number in the tables corresponds to the outlet reach). (Table 6-5; Table 6-6; Table 6-7; Table 6-8; Table 6-9; Table 6-10; Table 6-11; Table 6-12; Table 6-13; Table 6-14; Table 6-15; Table 6-16; Table 6-17; Table 6-18 are attached via a cd)

Table 6-5: Total annual 2010 TP loads and yields with percent contribution by source for Major River Basin 3’s HUC8. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer) (HUCs are based on 4)

Table 6-6: Total annual 2020 UE TP loads and yields with percent contribution by source for Major River Basin 3’s HUC8. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer) (HUCs are based on 4)

Table 6-7: Total annual 2020 BF TP loads and yields with percent contribution by source for Major River Basin 3’s HUC8. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer) (HUCs are based on 4)

Table 6-8: Total annual 2030 UE TP loads and yields with percent contribution by source for Major River Basin 3’s HUC8. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer) (HUCs are based on 4)

Table 6-9: Total annual 2030 BF TP loads and yields with percent contribution by source for Major River Basin 3’s HUC8. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer) (HUCs are based on 4)

Table 6-10: Total annual 2040 UE TP loads and yields with percent contribution by source for Major River Basin 3’s HUC8. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer) (HUCs are based on 4)

Table 6-11: Total annual 2040 BF TP loads and yields with percent contribution by source for Major River Basin 3’s HUC8. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer) (HUCs are based on 4)
Table 6-12: Total 2010 annual phosphorus loads and yields for all tributaries into the U.S. Great Lakes greater than 150 square kilometers. The ranks are based on their relative loads and yields, with a value of 1 indicating it has the largest load or relatively largest yield. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer)

Table 6-13: Total 2020 UE annual phosphorus loads and yields for all tributaries into the U.S. Great Lakes greater than 150 square kilometers. The ranks are based on their relative loads and yields, with a value of 1 indicating it has the largest load or relatively largest yield. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer)

Table 6-14: Total 2020 BF annual phosphorus loads and yields for all tributaries into the U.S. Great Lakes greater than 150 square kilometers. The ranks are based on their relative loads and yields, with a value of 1 indicating it has the largest load or relatively largest yield. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer)

Table 6-15: Total 2030 UE annual phosphorus loads and yields for all tributaries into the U.S. Great Lakes greater than 150 square kilometers. The ranks are based on their relative loads and yields, with a value of 1 indicating it has the largest load or relatively largest yield. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer)

Table 6-16: Total 2030 BF annual phosphorus loads and yields for all tributaries into the U.S. Great Lakes greater than 150 square kilometers. The ranks are based on their relative loads and yields, with a value of 1 indicating it has the largest load or relatively largest yield. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer)

Table 6-17: Total 2040 UE annual phosphorus loads and yields for all tributaries into the U.S. Great Lakes greater than 150 square kilometers. The ranks are based on their relative loads and yields, with a value of 1 indicating it has the largest load or relatively largest yield. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer)

Table 6-18: Total 2040 BF annual phosphorus loads and yields for all tributaries into the U.S. Great Lakes greater than 150 square kilometers. The ranks are based on their relative loads and yields, with a value of 1 indicating it has the largest load or relatively largest yield. (kg, kilogram; km², square kilometer)
SI References:


7. Appendix B: Open-Ended Multipart Interview Questions

For all programs:

1. What was the original motivation for establishing the monitoring programs associated with the rivers that feed the Great Lakes?
   a. What factors led to the selection of these specific sites?
   b. What type of monitoring is currently performed?
   c. Do you know if the type of monitoring and/or methodology has changed over time?
2. How are the monitoring sites funded?
   a. Has the source of that funding changed over time?
   b. Is the funded tied to generating data for a specific purpose?
   c. What is the approximate expense of maintaining these stations?
   d. Has it been a challenge to secure sufficient funding?
3. What have been the largest challenges associated with managing the site, processing the data and making it accessible?
   a. How much data is required for usability?
4. What are the goals or original goals of the monitoring program?
   a. What is the frequency structure of the network and how is it determined?
5. Would you describe the monitoring program as being tied to the research program of specific individuals or linked to larger institutional goals?

For monitoring programs that ceased operating:

6. What were the reasons for ending the monitoring program?

For monitoring programs that ceased operating and have been resumed:

7. What led to the monitoring program being resumed?
   a. Was a new source of funding involved?
   b. Did the type of monitoring change?
   c. Has the gap in data posed unexpected challenges?

For monitoring programs that have been intermittent:

8. What are the reasons for the monitoring program being intermittent?
   a. Did the source of funding change?
   b. Are there any special challenges associated with intermittent monitoring?

Questions for All Sites:

1. What is required to maintain effective monitoring?
2. What do you see as the future of this monitoring program?